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 Linguistic Inquiry Volume 9 Number 3 (Summer, 1978) 427-473.

 Janet Dean Fodor Parsing Strategies and

 Constraints on

 Transformations

 1. Introduction

 The earliest psycholinguistic studies associated with generative linguistics looked for

 more or less direct analogues to syntactic transformations in the mental operations
 involved in sentence comprehension. One conjecture, for example, was that when a

 person hears or reads a sentence, he applies the rules of the grammar in reverse,
 "detransforming" the surface structure to arrive at a deep structure phrase marker from

 which the semantically relevant grammatical relations can be recovered. But such

 models of the sentence parsing process are now discredited. Fodor, Bever, and Garrett

 (1974) observed that the number of transformational operations in the syntactic deri-

 vation of a sentence is not a good predictor of its complexity for the parser; a more

 transformed sentence is often no more difficult (and sometimes even easier) to parse

 than a less transformed sentence is. This suggests that the human sentence comprehen-
 sion routines may be able to interpret at least some transformed sentences directly,
 without first reconstructing their underlying phrase markers.

 For many transformational rules, either approach to sentence comprehension is

 imaginable in principle, and direct psycholinguistic evidence of some kind would be

 needed to determine which procedure is psychologically real. For example, the gram-
 matical/semantic roles of the noun phrases in a passive sentence might be established

 by a special interpretation procedure that is sensitive to the presence of be and -en in

 the auxiliary and to the agentive preposition by before the final noun phrase. Or

 alternatively, a "detransformation" process might rearrange the surface constituents

 into their underlying order, so that their respective roles could then be established by

 whatever interpretation procedure is normally applied to active sentences.

 The situation is quite the reverse, however, for certain other transformations,

 notably the unbounded movement and deletion transformations.' For these, neither

 1I will refer to a movement transformation as unbounded if there is no limit on the distance between the
 deep structure position of a constituent and the position in which it appears in surface structure as a result
 of the transformation, and to a deletion transformation as unbounded if there is no limit on the distance
 between the deletion site and the surface structure position of the antecedent for the deletion. This is intended
 to be neutral between the "swooping" and "looping" (successive cyclic) theories of movement, and between
 theories that do and do not assume that deleted constituents are moved first. I assume that for the parser the
 problems are fundamentally the same whichever linguistic description is the correct one.
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 428 JANET DEAN FODOR

 direct interpretation of the surface form nor detransformation (in any straightforward
 sense) appears to be feasible.

 In sentence (1), the fronted question word is the direct object of the verb make,

 and it seems clear that determining this is a necessary step in establishing the meaning
 of the sentence.

 (1) What do you want Mother to make for Mary?

 But for Wh Movement, unlike Passive, there is no way of determining the role of the

 moved constituent on the basis of its surface position. Because a wh-constituent can be

 fronted from any position in a sentence (subject to island constraints and the like), it
 could be a subject, a direct object, an indirect object, or the object of a preposition, and
 it could fill any one of these roles in any one of the clauses of the sentence. The only
 reliable basis for determining the role of the question word seems to be the existence

 of a "gap" in the sentence immediately following the verb make. That is, in the deep
 structure of the sentence there could and must have been a noun phrase following make,
 but no noun phrase appears there in the surface structure. A noun phrase must therefore

 have been moved or deleted from this position. In sentence (1), there is no transfor-

 mation other than Wh Movement that could have removed a noun phrase; hence, the
 gap must represent the deep structure position of the question word, and the grammat-

 ical/semantic role of the question word must be the role that would have been assigned
 to a noun phrase that actually appeared in that position.

 If this is how the parser determines the role of fronted question words, it is
 obviously engaging in something much more like detransformation than like surface
 structure interpretation. It is even natural to conceive of such a parser as replacing the
 question word in its original deep structure position before interpreting the sentence
 semantically. This is not a necessary assumption, of course, for the parser might instead
 relate the moved constituent with its gap by means of coindexing, or a mental arrow,
 or any other comparable notational device.2 In the present state of our understanding
 of the nature of mental representation, none of these alternatives is more than a meta-
 phor at best. What is important, however, is what they have in common. They all imply
 that for Wh Movement, sentence comprehension presupposes the determination of the
 underlying position of the moved constituent.

 Suppose that, for expository convenience, we opt for the picture of the parser as
 replacing the question word in the gap that represents its deep structure position. In
 one obvious sense, this parser will have applied the inverse of the familiar Wh Movement

 2 The binding of traces, as in the revised extended 'standard theory, comes naturally to mind, and I will
 return to it in section 4 below. In the meantime I will assume traditional surface structures without traces.
 This makes little difference, as far as I can tell, to the description of the parser, for what the parser receives
 is not a surface structure phrase marker but simply a sequence of words, and its task will be much the same
 whether we describe it as determining the positions of gaps in which to replace fillers to recover the deep
 structure of the sentence, or as determining the positions of traces with which it can relate moved constituents
 to recover the revised extended standard theory surface structure of the sentence.
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 PARSING STRATEGIES AND CONSTRAINTS ON TRANSFORMATIONS

 transformation. But even if we concede that detransformation, in this sense, occurs

 during parsing, it can be established that the computational steps by which the parser

 effects the detransformation must be much more elaborate than is implied by the formal

 statement of Wh Movement in the grammar of English.

 One problem for the parser is to decide where to replace the moved constituent. Its

 deep structure position varies from sentence to sentence, and yet it is obviously not a

 free option; for any (unambiguous) sentence there is just one correct position, viz. the

 position where there is a gap. But a gap is not explicitly marked in the surface form of

 a sentence. A gap is a nothing; it is realized only as a boundary between two adjacent

 words in the surface string, and it is thus indistinguishable, from a superficial point of

 view, from all other boundaries between words.3 In fact, identification of a gap requires

 a rather intricate chain of inference based on a variety of facts about the deep structure

 and transformational potentialities of words in the sentence.

 Sentence (1) is atypical only in its simplicity. Here, the identification of the gap

 after make turns on: (a) the fact that make is not followed by a verbal particle (such as

 up or out); (b) the fact that make without a particle is obligatorily transitive, i.e. must
 have a direct object in deep structure; (c) the fact that no noun phrase follows make in

 surface structure; (d) the fact that there is no noun phrase later in the sentence that

 could be identified as the direct object of make moved by Complex NP Shift; (e) the

 fact that there is no tough-type predicate in the sentence that could have triggered
 removal of the object of make by Tough Movement; and so on. Note that many of these

 facts concern "deeper" properties of the derivation of the sentence: make must have

 an object in deep structure, though not necessarily in surface structure; there is no deep

 structure compatible with the hypothesis that the noun phrase was removed by any

 transformation other than Wh Movement. In Fodor (1977) I argued that the inverse of

 the standard Wh Movement transformation therefore cannot be formulated as a local

 derivational operation at all. It follows that sentence parsing could not, even in principle,

 consist of a straightforward reversal of the syntactic derivation defined by the grammar.

 Rather, it seems that the parser must consider facts and possibilities at a variety of

 derivational levels simultaneously, and must juggle these together until a potential gap

 for the question word has either been confirmed or else has been explained away as the

 consequence of other rules. Thus, although the output of the syntactic parsing process

 may be a detransformation of the surface sentence, the process itself includes as a first
 important step the finding of the relevant gap, and this requires the parser to look far
 beyond the rule of Wh Movement.

 Once the gaps in sentences have been found they must be filled, and this too can

 3 There are various phonological effects that are sensitive to gaps (see King (1970); Cooper (1976)), and
 the parser might use these as clues to gap locations. But it should be noted that it is the absence of gaps that
 is unambiguously marked by elision and the like. Nonreduced forms are compatible both with gaps and with
 the absence of gaps (at least in formal speech and writing), and the parser therefore cannot be relying solely
 on superficial information of this kind when it identifies gap positions.
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 430 JANET DEAN FODOR

 introduce parsing difficulties that have no parallel in the grammar of the language.
 Sentences (2) and (3) are identical except at the very end, and they both contain a gap
 in subject position in the subordinate clause. But in (2) this is the gap for the fronted

 question word, while in (3) it is not. (Note: A = gap. Readers who don't mind defacing
 their copy of Linguistic Inquiry will find it clarifies matters greatly if throughout this
 paper they draw a connecting line between each gap and its coindexed filler.)

 (2) Whoi did you expect A, to make a potholder?

 (3) Whoi did youj expect Aj to make a potholder for A,?

 In (3) the question word belongs after the preposition for, and the subject gap in the

 complement clause is due to Equi NP Deletion; that is, the parser must fill this gap with
 a copy of the subject of the higher verb expect. The relevant facts that determine the

 correct analyses for these two sentences include: (a) the fact that Equi can create a gap
 in subject position but not after a preposition; (b) the fact that in (3) there are two gaps
 to be filled and only Equi and Wh Movement can be appealed to to fill them (hence, both
 rules must be involved; the Equi gap must be the subject gap; and the postprepositional

 gap must, by elimination, be the gap for the wh-constituent); (c) the fact that the wh-

 constituent must be assigned to a gap somewhere in the sentence; (d) the fact that Equi
 is optional for expect, so that the subject of expect need not be a filler for any gap; (e)
 the fact that in (2) there is only one gap (hence, it must be filled with the wh-constituent
 rather than attributed to Equi). Thus, even though the filling of gaps is in one sense the

 exact equivalent of reversing movement and deletion transformations, it too may require
 the parser to draw inferences from a variety of syntactic facts and possibilities.

 My goal in this article is to establish some of the details of the routines that the
 human sentence parsing mechanism employs for the finding and filling of gaps in
 transformed sentences, and also to show that these routines offer explanations for
 certain constraints on the application of transformations. So far, my arguments have
 suggested that any routine that would guarantee a successful analysis for any sentence
 would have to be quite elaborate. But it seems likely that here, just as in other aspects
 of sentence comprehension, the parser might adopt some relatively simple strategies
 that would shortcut the more intricate computations required by a fail-safe algorithm,
 thus saving processing effort at the cost of an occasional error.

 Reliance on strategies is all the more likely if we accept the familiar arguments that
 the human sentence parsing mechanism is subject to real-time constraints that demand
 that it make some decisions on-line, as it encounters the words of a sentence, without
 waiting until the whole of the sentence has been received. For a "left-to-right" parser

 of this kind, there are temporary ambiguities to contend with even in sentences that are
 not ambiguous as a whole. The initial portion of a sentence may be compatible with
 several different syntactic analyses, only one of which is viable for the whole sentence,
 but the crucial disambiguating information becomes available only later on in the sen-
 tence. For example, the first few words of sentences (2) and (3) are temporarily ambig-
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 uous with respect to the filling of the gap between expect and to make; the disambiguator

 is the presence or absence of another gap elsewhere in the sentence, and this does not

 become apparent until the very last word. Short of computing all possible analyses in

 parallel, the left-to-right parser can only make a guess (either random or else guided by

 some strategy) as to how to fill the gap. If its guess is correct for sentence (2), it will

 turn out to have been wrong for sentence (3), and vice versa.

 It is familiar practice to investigate whether the parser is relying on strategies, and

 if so on which ones, by noting which kinds of sentence it tends to misanalyze and in

 what fashion. For example, most people find it very difficult to process the sentence

 The horse raced past the barn fell, and tend to construe it as a simple subject-predicate

 construction followed by the unrelated word fell. But a sentence such as The horse

 raced past the barn and around the duckpond is usually understood with no difficulty.

 We may conclude that the parser utilizes some strategy that favors the active main

 clause analysis over the reduced passive relative clause analysis for a temporarily

 ambiguous word string such as The horse raced...

 As I will show, this technique of comparing the relative processing complexity of

 various grammatical sentences of the language can be used to map out some of the

 parser's gap-finding and filling strategies. But it is a limited technique, for it can be

 applied only to well-formed sentences. Ungrammatical sentences cannot be parsed

 (except perhaps by analogy). Therefore, parsing "errors" or delays would not be

 surprising and would not necessarily be revealing of normal parsing processes. On the

 other hand, it can be argued that to ignore ungrammatical sentences would be to deprive

 ourselves of a useful source of information about the parser. Suppose that some sen-

 tences of a language were so at odds with the parser's strategies that hearers almost

 never understood them correctly (i.e. as intended by the speaker). Then (even if,

 improbably, speakers continued to use these constructions) their incomprehensibility

 would effectively exclude them from the data base for a child learning the language. If

 the parser provides no interpretation for them, then from a hearer's point of view they

 will seem to have no interpretation. And the language learner might then construct a

 grammar that does not generate them.4 If so, then the very fact that certain sentences

 are not grammatical can be attributed to, and hence should be revealing of, the strategies

 employed by the parser.

 Even with this rationale, substantiating a proposed "functional explanation" for

 some aspect of a language is extremely difficult. The most obvious problem is to

 4 It is often argued that since a child receives virtually no "negative" information that would tell him
 which word sequences are not well-formed, he would have no motivation to complicate his grammar with
 constraints whose only function is to exclude ungrammatical sentences. The grammar he constructs will fail
 to generate some combination of words only if the rules he formulates to handle the "positive" data he
 receives do not generalize to generate that word combination. Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) argue that any
 additional constraints must be innately given as the unmarked case; a child acquiring a language that does not
 obey the constraints will have positive evidence for selecting a more marked grammar that lacks them. If this
 argument is correct, it entails that even constraints that are motivated by parsing problems must be innately
 specified. I return to this point in footnote 25.
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 distinguish between sentences that are ungrammatical because they create difficulties

 for the performance routines, and sentences whose ungrammaticality has nothing to do

 with language use. It is not surprising that many linguists have been skeptical about the

 prospect of drawing any such distinction. In the sections that follow, I will formulate

 two constraints on rule application in English, and will propose explanations for them

 in terms of the parser's routines for finding gaps and for filling them. Neither constraint

 is completely new, but their precise formulation needs to be established and so does the

 nature of their relation to parsing operations. In each case I will attempt to do more

 than just describe some imaginable parsing routines that would fail for those sentences

 that are excluded from the language by the constraint. The strongest form of argument,

 which I believe can at least be approached in these cases, would include also: (a)

 independent evidence that the human sentence parsing mechanism employs such rou-

 tines; (b) an explanation of why these particular parsing difficulties should have resulted

 in constraints on the language when others have not; (c) an explanation of why the

 constraints take the form they do, when other constraints could have resolved the

 parsing problem in a different way; (d) an answer to the notoriously difficult "chicken-

 and-egg" problem, i.e. some indication that the language has adapted itself to the

 exigencies of the parser, rather than vice versa.

 2. Gap Finding and the XX Extraction Constraint

 In the task of identifying the gaps in a transformed sentence, one potentially serious

 problem is created by the existence of what I will call doubtful gaps, i.e. positions that

 might or might not constitute a gap, depending on how the sentence continues.

 Sentence (4) is structurally quite comparable to sentence (1), and both sentences

 contain a gap for the question word after the verb of the subordinate clause.

 (4) Whati do you want Mother to sing (A)i to Mary? [henceforth: (A) = doubtful
 gap; A = doubtless gap]

 (1) Whati do you want Mother to make Avi for Mary?

 The gap after make in (1) is a doubtless gap; that is, this gap must be filled if the word

 string is to correspond to any well-formed deep structure, because the verb make

 requires a direct object at the deep structure level. But the verb sing does not have to

 have an object; it can be either transitive, as in (5), or intransitive, as in (6).

 (5) Mother sang "Rule Britannia" to Mary.

 (6) Mother sang to Mary.

 The parser confronted with the sentence fragment What do you want Mother to sing

 to. . . must decide whether sing here is transitive, as in (4), in which case the doubtful

 gap is a true gap that must be filled; or whether sing here is intransitive, as in (7), in
 which case the doubtful gap is a false gap and must not be filled.
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 (7) What1 do you want Mother to sing (A) to Mary about A,?

 The crucial difference between (4) and (7) is that (7) contains another gap, a doubtless

 one, which needs the question word as its filler. But for a parser that must identify gaps
 on-line, this information comes too late in the sentence to be useful at the point at which
 a decision must be made.

 Doubtful gaps are quite common in English. They arise whenever a constituent of

 a type that may be moved or deleted is optional rather than obligatory in deep structure.
 For the parser, each doubtful gap represents a temporary ambiguity between two

 alternatives: that no constituent was present in deep structure; or that a constituent

 present in deep structure has been transformationally removed. The parser might in

 principle consider both alternatives in parallel, or it might opt for one of them at random,

 or it might employ some general strategy to guide its decision. I will examine three
 possible strategies, and evaluate them with respect to their predictions about the relative

 processing complexity of various sentences containing gaps.

 (I should note that all of the data cited in this article are intuitive. The judgments

 of relative processing complexity have not yet been confirmed by psycholinguistic
 experimentation, but they have been approved by a considerable number of informants
 and I shall simply assume that they are veridical.)

 2.1. The Last-Resort Model of Gap Finding

 In their discussion of dative questions, Jackendoff and Culicover (1971) give an informal
 account of the gap-finding routines that might (though it also might not) be paraphrased
 as follows. The parser analyzes a clause containing a fronted wh-constituent just as it
 would analyze an untransformed declarative main clause. If the sentence contains a
 doubtless gap for the question word, such an analysis will prove to be impossible; at
 some point an obligatory constituent will be missing, and parsing will be unable to
 proceed unless this position is classified as a gap and is filled. The possibility of a gap
 is appealed to by the parser only as a last resort, when all other structural hypotheses
 about that part of the sentence have been tried and have failed, but doubtless gaps will
 nonetheless be detected. Doubtful gaps, however, will be overlooked, at least on the
 parser's first pass through the sentence, for a doubtful gap is compatible, by definition,
 with at least one analysis of the surrounding words on the assumption that nothing has
 been removed by a transformation. The parser will therefore not resort to the hypothesis
 that there is a gap. If the doubtful gap was a false one, no harm will have been done and
 some processing effort may even have been saved. But if the doubtful gap was a true

 one, the parser's no-gap analysis will eventually break down and will have to be revised.
 This model of the parser therefore predicts: (a) that sentences in which the true gap is
 a doubtful gap should be harder to parse than sentences in which the true gap is a
 doubtless one; and (b) that sentences containing a doubtful gap that is a false gap should
 be just as easy to parse as sentences containing no doubtful gap at all.
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 As Langendoen, Kalish-Landon, and Dore (1974) have observed, there are coun-

 terexamples to prediction (a). If (a) were true, then sentence (8), with its doubtful gap

 after the optionally transitive verb read, should be harder to process than sentence (9),

 with its doubtless gap after the obligatorily transitive verb show.

 (8) Which booki did the teacher read (A)i to the children?

 (9) Which picturei did the teacher show A, to the children?

 But there is no detectable difference in difficulty between these two sentences. It might

 be argued, of course, that our intuitions of processing complexity are just too insensitive

 to reveal a difference. But since there are rather clear differences among some quite

 comparable sentences that I will present shortly, this is not a very plausible defense. A

 more reasonable conclusion is that the doubtful status of the gap in (8) creates no

 problem for the parser, i.e. that the parser detects doubtful gaps just as readily as it

 detects doubtless ones.

 Prediction (b) of the last-resort model is also false. It would entail that sentence

 (10), with its false doubtful gap after read, is just as easy to process as sentence (11),

 which contains no doubtful gap after its obligatorily intransitive verb go.

 (10) Which booki did the teacher read (A) to the children from A,?

 (11) Which studenti did the teacher go to the concert with A,?

 However, there is a rather clear intuition that (10) is harder to process than (11). Since

 the two sentences are structurally identical, the difficulty of (10) must apparently be

 attributed to its false doubtful gap. This gap is encountered before the true gap, and

 apparently "decoys" the parser; it seems to be taken at least momentarily as the true

 gap, giving the analysis The teacher did read which book..., which must subsequently

 be corrected when the true gap is found after from. This explanation is supported by

 the fact that (10) is also more difficult than (8). (8) and (10) start out identically, and it

 seems that in both the doubtful gap is noticed and hypothesized to be the true gap. For

 (8) this hypothesis is correct and the analysis proceeds smoothly; but for (10) this

 hypothesis turns out to be wrong and the analysis is disrupted.

 Other sentences of English support the same conclusion. Sentence (12) has a false

 doubtful gap and is harder to parse than sentence (13), which has a true doubtful gap

 in the same position.

 (12) Whoi did John kill (A) for the sake of A,?

 (13) Whoi did John kill (A)i for the sake of his uncle?

 Sentence (12) is also harder to parse than sentence (14), which contains no false doubtful

 gap that could decoy the parser.

 (14) Whoi did John die for the sake of A,?
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 All three of these sentences are somewhat less natural than sentences (8)-(l 1), but it is

 the relative difficulties within each set that is important, and they support the claim that

 doubtful gaps are indeed detected.

 Further evidence comes from fully ambiguous sentences such as (15) and (16), each

 containing two doubtful gaps, either of which can be construed as the true gap for the
 question word.

 (15) Who did Mary promise (A) that she would marry (A)?

 (16) To whom did Father say (A) that he was planning to write (A)?

 Many informants have agreed that as one reads through sentence (16), one's first

 intuition is that the to whom fits into the doubtful gap in the main clause, giving the

 analysis Father said to whom that. . . Then, as one continues through the sentence, its

 meaning changes with much the same subjective effect as a reversible visual figure such
 as the duck-rabbit, so that the to whom now fits into the doubtful gap in the second

 clause: Father said that he was planning to write to whom. If these intuitions about the

 analyses that we formulate to ourselves in the course of reading or hearing a sentence

 are veridical (and I see no reason why they should not be), then it follows that the gaps
 in a sentence like (16) are detected as they are encountered, even though they are

 doubtful. And if doubtful gaps are detected, the last-resort model must be false.

 2.2. The First-Resort Model of Gap Finding

 A parser that always favors the hypothesis that there is a gap in cases of temporary

 ambiguity will detect all doubtless gaps and also all doubtful ones. Since a doubtful gap

 could be a gap, this parser will take it to be a gap, and all of the complexity judgments

 presented so far will thus be accounted for.

 There are varieties of first-resort model, and some are quite implausible. Some

 positions between words in a sentence do not constitute even doubtful gaps for some

 fillers, since no constituent of the same type as the filler could ever appear there. In

 sentence (11), for example, where the filler is a noun phrase, the hypothesis that there
 is a gap after the intransitive verb go is bound to be incorrect. The ease with which (11)

 is parsed (compared, for example, with (10)) suggests that the human sentence-parsing

 mechanism does not waste its time formulating hopeless hypotheses of this kind. (This

 presupposes, of course, that the parser has access to information about what may or

 must follow what in a well-formed sentence of the language. But it is hard to resist this

 assumption in any case, since hearers typically recognize grammatical mistakes far too

 fast for them to be searching in vain through a large class of alternative analyses; rather,

 if some impossible sequence of words occurs in a sentence, the parser seems to be able

 to recognize it as impossible right away.)

 As Wanner and Shiner (ms.) have observed (in a slightly different context, to which
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 I will return below), a first-resort parser might also waste a great deal of effort by

 hypothesizing a gap without first looking to see what appears next in the sentence. In

 sentence (17), there are five noun phrases before the gap.

 (17) Whoi did Tom ask Meg to persuade Jill to inform Ted that Bob had spoken to
 A?

 A parser that hypothesized a noun phrase gap in each of these positions before checking

 to see whether a noun phrase already appears there would lose time on five hypotheses

 that it could immediately have determined to be false just by looking at the next word.

 Let us therefore consider a model of the parser according to which it will hypoth-

 esize a gap for a filler of category X only in positions whose left context is compatible

 with the occurrence of a phrase of category X, and only in positions that are not

 immediately followed by a phrase of category X. These are just the positions that

 constitute doubtful and doubtless X-gaps. This parser will still be a first-resort device

 if it always favors the hypothesis that there is a gap. For doubtless gaps, there are no

 legitimate alternatives; for doubtful gaps, there is the alternative that the optional

 constituent was not present in deep structure, but a first-resort parser will always ignore

 this possibility on its first pass through the sentence. This model therefore predicts: (a)
 that sentences in which the true gap is a doubtful one are as easy to parse as sentences

 in which the true gap is doubtless; and (b) that sentences containing a doubtful gap that

 is a false gap should be harder to parse than sentences containing no doubtful gap at all.
 These predictions are compatible with sentences (8)-(16) above, but they are fal-

 sified by other sentences such as (18) and (19).

 (18) Which studenti did the teacher walk (A)i to the cafeteria?

 (19) Which studenti did the teacher walk (A) to the cafeteria with A,?

 Here it is (18), with its true doubtful gap, which seems to present the difficulty, rather

 than (19), in which the doubtful gap is a false one. This suggests that the doubtful gap
 in both sentences is being overlooked by the parser, thus facilitating the analysis of (19)

 but leading to error in the case of (18). This conclusion is supported by comparison of
 these sentences, respectively, with the structurally identical sentences (9) and (11)

 above. Prediction (a) of the first-resort model is disconfirmed by the observation that

 (18) is harder to process than (9), which indicates that its doubtful gap is not so easy to

 detect as a doubtless one. And prediction (b) is disconfirmed by the observation that

 (19) is not noticeably harder than (11), which suggests that its doubtful gap does not
 decoy the parser.

 What we have discovered is that the human sentence-parsing mechanism behaves

 like a first-resort device for some gaps, and like a last-resort device for others. Fur-

 thermore, it behaves differently with respect to sentences (such as (18) and (8), or (19)

 and (10)) that are identical in syntactic structure and whose gaps are identical in status;
 the only difference between them is their lexical content. Notice that we can exclude
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 the idea that the parser contemplates all possible structural analyses simultaneously,

 because there do exist asymmetries of processing difficulty that must apparently be

 attributed to some ranking of the gap and no-gap hypotheses, even if this ranking differs

 from sentence to sentence. We can also exclude the idea that the parser simply randomly

 chooses which hypothesis to pursue, because these differences are quite stable; for any

 given pair of sentences, the relative difficulty seems not to differ from occasion to

 occasion or even, to any great extent, from person to person. The correct model of gap

 finding must therefore be one in which there is a ranking of the gap and no-gap

 hypotheses that is stable for any given combination of lexical items but different for

 different combinations.

 2.3. The Lexical-Expectation Model of Gap Finding

 In a series of papers (Wanner, Kaplan, and Shiner (ms.); Wanner and Maratsos (ins.);

 Wanner and Shiner (ms.)), Wanner and his colleagues have proposed a detailed model

 of the gap-finding routines that (though they themselves make no mention of it) will

 account for all of the data on doubtful gaps. They present it as a fragment of a much

 more comprehensive model of the human sentence-parsing routines within the frame-

 work of ATN (augmented transition network) theory. But since the properties that are

 relevant to my purposes here are also compatible with other general approaches to

 parsing,5 my characterization of their proposal will be quite general and informal. I will

 also extend it to wh-questions and other constructions, although its original application

 was to relative clauses.

 The Wanner et al. model looks at first sight to be of the last-resort variety. A

 relative clause is to be analyzed as if it were an untransformed declarative main clause.

 The parser has information about which constituents may or must follow which others

 in such a clause, and parsing breaks down wherever a sentence violates these conditions.

 A doubtless gap constitutes a violation, but in a relative clause (as opposed to an

 untransformed declarative) the parser may be able to salvage its aborted analysis by

 recognizing the gap that caused the problem and inserting the fronted wh-constituent.

 As Wanner and Shiner say: ". . .the attempt to process the relative clause as an

 independent declarative breaks down because of the missing noun phrase in the relative

 clause. This is not a disaster, however. On the contrary, the point of breakdown can be

 used as evidence of the location of the gap in the relative clause." Furthermore,

 breakdown of the analysis is to be the only means for finding gaps. Wanner and Shiner

 state that their parser ". . .waits passively until the analysis of the relative clause blocks

 5This may be the wrong way to state the matter in view of Dresher and Hornstein's (1976) argument
 that ATN theory is itself so general as to be compatible with a wide variety of models of the parser. It is true
 that the success of the lexical-expectation routine for gap finding that I will describe does not support all
 ATN models against all others, for both the last-resort and the first-resort routines can also be embodied in
 an ATN system. Rather, what it provides is an argument for systems that deal with transformed sentences by
 finding and filling gaps as they are encountered in the word string, as opposed to detransformation systems,
 analysis by synthesis systems, surface structure parsing systems, and the like (see Fodor (forthcoming)).
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 before attempting to assign the within-clause function of the relative clause." On the

 assumption that doubtful gaps do not block the analysis, the prediction is that no

 doubtful gaps are detected on the first pass through the sentence.

 There is one aspect of the model, however, that guarantees that it does detect

 doubtful gaps in some lexical contexts. This is that a gap (a noun phrase gap) is treated

 as a null noun phrase rather than as an absent noun phrase. When the parser is expecting

 a noun phrase to occur next in the sentence, it activates a subroutine to find words that

 can be construed as the internal constituents of a noun phrase, and it is this subroutine

 that hypothesizes that there is a gap if no noun phrase constituents are forthcoming in

 the surface structure. For doubtless gaps this property of the model makes very little

 difference, but for doubtful gaps it imposes a significant constraint on the order in which

 the parser will consider alternative hypotheses.

 Consider a verb such as read or walk that has the subcategorization feature [+

 (NP)]. This can be rewritten as either [+ { NP}] or [+ { (p}] where the

 order of alternatives within the curly brackets is intended to reflect the parser's expec-

 tation as to which alternative is more likely. If we were to add to this the hypothesis

 that there is a gap, we would obtain the alternative rankings in (20).

 (20) a. b. c. d. e. f.

 NP 1 NP 1 1 GAP' GAP
 GAP GAGAP NP GAP NPN

 GAPS tGP GAP NPJ NP NP

 Some of these amount to first-resort rankings, since the GAP alternative is more highly

 ranked than the 4 alternative, which represents the hypothesis that the sentence con-

 tained no postverbal noun phrase in deep structure. The others have 4 ranked above
 GAP, and thus constitute last-resort rankings. The problem is that there seems to be no

 principled way of deciding where to insert the GAP option into the list for any particular

 verb. But the ATN model does not allow GAP as an alternative to other hypotheses at

 the verb phrase level, but only as an alternative to hypotheses about the internal

 structure of the noun phrase. It thus permits only the rankings in (21) (where A and B

 stand for alternatives such as Det. N or Pronoun).

 (21) g. h.

 {NP -GAPI} N I
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 Here, the relative ranking of 4 and GAP is completely determined by the relative
 ranking of 4 and NP. A verb of type (g) is an optionally transitive verb that the parser
 expects will be followed by a direct object; in this case the absence of any overt noun
 phrase constituents in the surface structure will lead the parser to consider the hypoth-
 esis that there is a gap. A verb of type (h) is an optionally transitive verb that the parser
 expects will not be followed by a direct object; in this case the absence of any noun
 phrase constituents will lead the parser to consider the hypothesis that there never was
 a noun phrase there.

 The strongest assumption we could make (and the one most in keeping with the

 general notion that transformed clauses are analyzed like untransformed clauses to the

 extent that this is possible) is that the relative ranking of the NP and 4 alternatives for
 sentences with gaps should be exactly the same as for untransformed sentences without
 gaps. This model predicts, therefore, that a gap created by transformational removal of

 a noun phrase will be detectable in proportion to the expectation of a noun phrase in
 that position when no transformation has applied. Doubtless gaps are just the extreme
 case in which the expectation of a noun phrase is absolute. For doubtful gaps the

 expectations vary. The verb read commonly does take a direct object, so it is predicted
 that a doubtful gap following read should be detectable. The verb walk, on the other
 hand, occurs more commonly without a direct object (as in We walked to the station)
 than with a direct object (as in We walked Delia to the station), and so it is predicted
 that a gap after walk will be overlooked by the parser. This, of course, is exactly what
 we observed above. Other verbs that resemble read include eat and see; other verbs
 that resemble walk include talk and giggle (as in talk French and giggle "Oh what a silly
 I am") as well as other causatives like march and fail; and then there are verbs like
 help that seem to fall somewhere between the two with a less sharply defined preference
 for either the transitive or intransitive form.

 This lexical-expectation model, which accounts in impressive detail for the data,
 rests on two main assumptions. One is that the gap hypothesis belongs among the set
 of alternative hypotheses about within-noun-phrase structure. The other is that the
 parser assigns a ranking to the various subcategorization options for a given lexical
 item. The first assumption is motivated, as Wanner and Shiner observe, by the fact that
 a noun phrase gap may appear in any position in which a noun phrase may appear in
 untransformed sentences.6 (Similarly for prepositional phrase gaps, etc.) To add a gap
 hypothesis to every list that contains a noun phrase hypothesis would be extremely
 uneconomical; it would be comparable to a grammar such as (22a). To insert the gap
 hypothesis among the hypotheses about within-noun-phrase structure allows it to be
 listed just once; it would be comparable to the simpler grammar (22b).

 6 This is true by and large despite the existence of island constraints. These constraints do not prohibit
 gaps within an island, but only the association of those gaps with fillers outside the island. They thus impinge
 on the gap-filling routines of the parser rather than on the gap-finding routines.
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 (22) a.S INP VP b. S >NP. VP
 GAP

 VP V. ({NP}) PP VP V. (NP). (PP)

 {GAP}P .N

 PP -P. NPPP ----P. NP

 NP (Art). N. (S) NP-*,{ GAP N. (S)}

 The second assumption, that the syntactic alternatives at each point in a sentence are

 ordered by the parser, will be true for a parser that makes predictions about what kind

 of constituent it will encounter next, either before or at the same time as it looks to see

 what does come next. At least a partial ranking is also implied for nonpredictive systems

 that have the capability of resolving low-level ambiguities by reference to higher-level

 categories. For example, the word that can be either a demonstrative determiner or a

 complementizer, and in the contexts that very naughty little boylboys it is not disam-

 biguated until several words later. But a parser could at least attempt a resolution of

 this lexical ambiguity if it had information about whether a noun phrase or a complement

 clause was more likely (see Frazier and Fodor (forthcoming)). In any case, there is

 experimental evidence (see Chodorow (1976) and references therein) that people do

 make some on-line predictions about how a sentence is likely to continue.

 2.4. The Dispute about Datives

 As long as its internal rankings of syntactic alternatives fairly accurately reflect their

 frequency in sentence tokens of the language, a lexical-expectation parser stands a good

 chance, on average, of detecting true doubtful gaps and ignoring false ones. It will still

 make the wrong decision for some sentences, however, and it is worth noting that there

 are no constraints (at least in English) that have the effect of excluding just those

 7One of the reviewers of this article has suggested that hearers make semantically and pragmatically
 based predictions as well as syntactically and lexically based ones, and that the parser might therefore be less
 likely to detect the gap after write in (i) than in (ii) (because Hemingway will be perceived as more likely than
 a small child to write tout court).

 (i) To whom did Hemingway say (A) he was going to write (A)?

 (ii) To whom did your small son say (A) he was going to write (A)?

 This could well be so (though such differences, if they exist, seem to be at the limits of our capacity to
 estimate processing difficulty intuitively). It would be a discomforting discovery for ATN and similar models
 of the parser, not just because these contain no semantic/pragmatic component at the present stage of
 development, but also because it would imply that the parser's rankings of alternative syntactic possibilities
 can be rapidly recomputed from context to context on the basis of semantic and pragmatic information. (See
 Marslen-Wilson (1973).)
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 constructions that it will tend to misanalyze. All of the examples (10), (12), and (18)
 above are well-formed, even if they are harder to process than some other sentences.

 The only constraint that might be seen as a response to the parser's gap-finding problems

 is the controversial constraint on extraction from dative constructions (Jackendoff and

 Culicover (1971); Hankamer (1973); Langendoen, Kalish-Landon, and Dore (1974);
 Lakoff and Thompson (1975a; 1975b); Wanner and Shiner (ms.)).

 Following Dative Movement, a sentence has two noun phrases in a row after the

 verb; the first is the indirect object (JO), the second the direct object (DO). Wh Move-
 ment of the DO is acceptable, as in (23) and (24).

 (23) Whati did John give Mary A,?

 (24) The patient whomi the nurse brought the doctor A, hated rainy days.

 But, as has often been noted, Wh Movement of the JO is generally less acceptable, and
 for some speakers is completely ungrammatical.8

 (25) ?*Whoi did John give A, a book?

 (26) ?*The patient whomi the nurse brought Ai the doctor hated rainy days.

 The fronted-DO and fronted-JO sentences have exactly the same surface structure; the
 only difference is the position of the gap. Hankamer (1973) proposed that unbounded

 rules are subject to a no-ambiguity constraint guaranteeing that the positions of the gaps

 they create are never ambiguous, and he observed that the gap position that is permitted

 is the one that is peripheral rather than internal to the sentence. The dative examples

 fit this prediction, but sentences such as (27) and (28) do not; their fillers may be
 assigned either to the internal gap or to the peripheral gap.

 (27) a. Whoi did you promise (A)i that you would leave (A)?

 b. Whoi did you promise (A) that you would leave (A)i?

 (28) a. The ducki is too old A, to eat (A).

 b. The ducki is too old A to eat (A)i.

 Hankamer's constraint must therefore be weakened. And we can approach the task of
 determining the crucial properties of the constructions it does apply to by considering

 8 Hankamer indicates that neither the IO nor the DO may be transformationally removed, but notes that
 this is true only for some English speakers. A constraint excluding sentences with a gap in either position
 would not be incompatible with the account I shall give, though it would constitute an overreaction on the
 part of the grammar to the parsing difficulty posed by dative sentences. What would be a counterexample to
 my proposal would be a constraint prohibiting only movement of the DO. Langendoen, Kalish-Landon, and
 Dore (1974) claim to have documented such a case, but as I have argued in Fodor (forthcoming) this is highly
 debatable.
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 why there should be such a constraint at all, and why, given that there is, it should

 favor the peripheral gap rather than the internal gap.

 Jackendoff and Culicover, and Wanner and Shiner, have proposed that the internal-

 gap analysis of dative questions and relatives is excluded because of the parser's

 tendency to overlook this gap. Langendoen, Kalish-Landon, and Dore have argued

 against this explanation, however, on the assumption that it relies on the general premise

 that the parser is a last-resort device that overlooks all doubtful gaps. We have seen

 that this is not so. People do detect many doubtful gaps, and the lexical-expectation

 model that accounts for this predicts that the parser will overlook the first gap in a

 dative question only if a noun phrase is relatively unlikely in that position in a declarative

 sentence. But this is not the case. The verb bring never appears without a following

 noun phrase (cf. I brought the baby to Grandpa, I brought Grandpa the baby, I brought

 the baby, but *I brought to Grandpa). A noun phrase gap following bring is therefore

 a doubtless gap. For other dative verbs such as give, a postverbal noun phrase is not

 necessary (cf. We gave to the United Fund), but it is certainly extremely likely. The

 general problem of detecting doubtful gaps thus does not provide any explanation for

 the constraint on dative sentences.

 It turns out, however, that what does the work in Jackendoff and Culicover's

 account of dative questions is not the last-resort routine for doubtful gaps, but the

 assumption that the parser obeys the "try-the-next-constituent" principle mentioned in

 section 2.2. That is, if the parser expects a noun phrase in a certain position, it will not

 postulate a gap in that position if it looks and finds a noun phrase there in the surface

 sentence. This is the characteristic property of what Wanner and Shiner call a "passive"

 gap-finding routine. In the ATN model, it amounts to ranking the gap hypothesis after

 all other hypotheses about possible surface realizations of NP. In other words, in the

 diagrams of (21), B must always be null, and GAP must always be the last item on the

 NP list. Notice that this is independent of whether the parser is set up as a last-resort

 or a first-resort device for doubtful gaps. The gap hypothesis is the last one to be tried

 when a noun phrase is expected, regardless of whether a noun phrase is more expected

 than no noun phrase. The consequence of this ranking is that in one special circumstance

 even doubtless gaps will go undetected by the parser.

 The "try-the-next-constituent" principle is the only one that will succeed in un-

 transformed sentences without gaps. It will also give the correct result for all the noun

 phrase positions in a sentence like (17) above. Wherever the parser is looking for a noun

 phrase and finds one in the surface sentence, the one it finds is indeed the one it was

 expecting, and there is no gap; wherever it is looking for a noun phrase and does not

 find one in the surface sentence, there is a gap. The reason it is successful here is that

 a noun phrase in deep structure usually precedes a constituent of a different type, such

 as a verb or a prepositional phrase; therefore, when a noun phrase has been transfor-

 mationally removed, its gap will not be followed by another noun phrase. But where it

 is, as in the case of a fronted-1O dative question, the "try-the-next-constituent" principle
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 will lead the parser to mistake the noun phrase constituents it finds in the sentence for

 the constituents of the noun phrase it was expecting, and it will therefore never get

 down to the GAP hypothesis at the bottom of the ranking.9

 Fronted-1O dative questions and relatives thus emerge as the casualties of a strategy

 that leads to the correct analysis with the least effort in the vast majority of cases. 10 It

 fails only for transformed sentences, only for the true gap position in transformed

 sentences, only if the gap resulted from extraction from a sequence of two like constit-

 uents, and only if the extracted constituent was the first of the two. Furthermore, the

 parser is unable to protect itself against the occasional error that does result by adopting

 a different ranking of hypotheses just when there is a dative verb present, because the

 "try-the-next-constituent" principle is embodied in the within-NP ranking and this must

 be constant for all noun phrases, regardless of which verbs they are associated with.

 We can now draw a principled distinction between examples like (27) and (28)

 above, and the dative examples. The former contain two possible gaps for the filler, but

 both gaps are of a kind that a lexical-expectation parser ought to be able to detect. The

 parsing problem in the dative case is a different one and more severe (even doubtless

 gaps will be overlooked). If the grammar responds to this parsing problem by excluding

 the difficult sentences, it will contain a constraint of the form (29). 11

 9 This account is neutral on the question of whether the parser interprets V - NP - NP sequences
 directly as V - IO - DO without undoing Dative Movement, or whether it reconstructs the deep structure
 sequence V - NP - to NP. In both cases the parser will overlook the first possible gap position, as described.
 But in the latter case the subsequent parsing operations will be slightly more complicated. Having found a
 noun phrase, the parser will be expecting a prepositional phrase. When it finds none, it will recognize a
 prepositional phrase gap, but will discover that the noun phrase filler will serve for this gap only on the
 assumption that Dative Movement has applied. It will therefore reverse the order of the two noun phrases
 and insert to. The result, just as before, will be that the fronted noun phrase is interpreted as the DO.

 10 Wanner and Shiner observe that relative clauses in which the true gap is in initial (subject) position
 are by far the most common in discourse, and they argue that for these sentences a "passive" parser abiding
 by the "try-the-next-constituent" principle would be somewhat less efficient than an "active" parser that
 always has the gap hypothesis at the top of the ranking for within-NP structure, i.e. one that hypothesizes a
 gap in every position that allows a noun phrase regardless of whether a noun phrase actually appears there.
 It should be noted that the greater efficiency of the active parser is very slight; even the passive parser will
 analyze these sentences correctly without being led astray (or "garden pathed"), and the only unnecessary
 step it takes is to look at the next constituent in the surface sentence before making a decision. More
 importantly, the active parser will be garden pathed considerably more often than the passive parser not only
 in sentences with late gaps (like (17) above), but even in these commonly occurring sentences with initial
 gaps. Wanner and Shiner seem to assume that once the parser has found a gap in subject position, it can stop
 looking further (i.e. that it can somehow switch out the gap hypothesis for all subsequent noun phrases in the
 relative clause). But this is impossible because of the existence of "gap-first" rules such as Complex NP
 Shift. These rules require the parser to be prepared to hypothesize a gap in any sentence even if it contains
 no prior filler. Therefore, a sentence with an initial gap, such as Who asked Meg to persuade Jill to inform
 Ted that Bob had spoken to Tom?, would garden path an active parser just as often as (17) would, and both
 sentences would be considerably more troublesome to an active parser than to a passive one. The efficiency
 argument for a passive system is therefore very strong.

 11 This formulation of the constraint amounts to a rejection of Hankamer's proposed "peripheral gap"
 generalization of the no-ambiguity constraint on Gapping and the constraint on datives. Apart from some
 examples from Navaho, all of Hankamer's observations about movement rules and deletion rules other than
 Gapping indicate that a final gap is preferred over a prior internal gap, but for Gapping an initial gap is
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 (29) The XX Extraction Constraint

 If at some point in its derivation a sentence contains a sequence of two

 constituents of the same formal type, either of which could be moved or

 deleted by a transformation, the transformation may not apply to the first

 constituent in the sequence.

 Hankamer quotes some French examples, from an unpublished paper by Ruwet, in

 which prepositional phrases obey this constraint. A de-phrase that precedes a par-

 phrase, as in (30), may be fronted by Wh Movement, but a de-phrase that precedes

 another de-phrase, as in (31), may not.12,13

 (30) J'ai vu le portrait d'Aristotle par Rembrandt.

 (31) J'ai vu le portrait d'Aristotle de Rembrandt.

 Comparable examples with prepositional phrases in English, such as the (a) readings of

 (32) and (33), are not ungrammatical. The XX Extraction Constraint in English thus

 seems to be restricted to noun phrases, but the predicted asymmetry in parsing difficulty

 can nevertheless be seen in the preference for the (b) readings of these examples over

 the (a) readings.

 (32) a. At which rocki did you aim (A)i at the tree (A)?

 b. At which rocki did you aim (A) at the tree (A)j?

 (33) a. For whomi did Milly mow the lawn (A)i for Uncle Frank (A)?

 b. For whomi did Milly mow the lawn (A) for Uncle Frank (A)j?

 It remains to explain why the XX parsing problem has led to constraints in English

 and French while other gap-finding problems have not. As a first step toward a general

 theory of the relation between parsing strategies and constraints on grammatical rules,

 preferred over a later internal gap. Hankamer viewed the constraints he discussed as related to the parsing
 process but made no specific suggestions about how parsing proceeds. I suspect that these two constraints
 are distinct and relate in quite different ways to parsing. Kuno (1976) reports a suggestion by Langendoen
 and Grosu that the constraint on Gapping is due to the parser's tendency to relate the constituents left behind
 in a Gapped clause with the most recent constituents in the antecedent clause. This meshes well with the
 syntactic arguments (Fodor (ms.)) that rules like Gapping, which delete variable material and leave designated
 constituents undeleted, are to be formally distinguished (as "remaindering rules") from rules like ToolEnough
 Deletion, which leave variable material undeleted and delete designated constituent types. For remaindering
 rules it seems likely that the parser will be seeking antecedents for the remaindered constituents rather than
 for the gaps.

 12 I am assuming that prepositional phrases with distinct prepositions are phrases of different formal
 types for the purposes of the XX Extraction Constraint, just as they are for subcategorization purposes.

 13 Wexler, Culicover, and Hamburger (1975) argue that fronted-1O dative questions are excluded by the
 Freezing Principle (see section 3.2 below). This requires an unmotivated complication in the derived constit-
 uent structure resulting from Dative Movement, and it is also unable to explain the existence of a similar
 constraint on prepositional phrases that have not been rearranged prior to Wh Movement (and which are
 therefore not dominated by a frozen node), nor why this constraint applies only to prepositional phrases with
 the same preposition.
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 I will propose that the likelihood that the grammar will respond to any given parsing

 difficulty will be a function of the seriousness of the parsing problem and the complexity

 of the constraint that would be needed to resolve it.14 The seriousness of the parsing

 problem will itself be the product of at least two factors: the extent of the mismatch

 between the correct analysis of the sentence and the analysis that the parser will

 compute; and the likelihood that the parser will remain unaware of its error. In the

 extreme case the parser will arrive at a totally incorrect analysis of the sentence and

 will have no way of knowing that it has done so. If the parser tends to overlook one

 analysis of a temporarily ambiguous word string, the analysis it does compute either
 will be the correct one or else will prove incompatible with the remainder of the

 sentence, which will indicate that an alternative analysis must be sought. But in a fully

 ambiguous construction, only semantic, pragmatic, and contextual cues can indicate

 that an alternative analysis is available and its existence may therefore go completely

 unnoticed. Constraints against temporary ambiguity apparently do occur, for example

 the constraints that prevent a subordinate clause from being misinterpreted as the main

 clause (see Bever and Langendoen (1971); Chomsky and Lasnik (1977)). But for any
 given type of parsing problem it is predicted that a no-ambiguity constraint is more

 likely than a no-temporary-ambiguity constraint. And this is what we find for the XX

 constructions. Constraint (29) is formulated as a no-ambiguity constraint, and this is

 necessary (at least for English) because extraction of the first X from an XX sequence

 is not prohibited (as in example (34), which is adapted from Wanner and Maratsos (ms.))
 when there is no other well-formed analysis for the sentence.15

 (34) a. They told the girl whomi the boy liked A, the story.

 b. *They told the girl whomi the boy liked the story A.

 We have also seen that there are no constraints against sentences in which the parser

 will tend to make the wrong decision about a doubtful gap. These sentences (e.g. (10),

 (12), and (18) above) are not normally fully ambiguous. (When they are, as in the case

 of (15) and (16), this is due to the mere accident of there being two doubtful gaps of an

 appropriate type for the filler in the same sentence.)

 This brings us to the question of how easy it is for the grammar to accommodate

 14 Other factors may well be important too, for example the reduction in expressive power of the
 language that would result from the constraint. Many constraints exclude constructions whose content can be
 expressed easily in some other way; one can get around the Sentential Subject Constraint by applying
 Extraposition, and one can avoid the XX Extraction Constraint by not applying Dative Movement. But it is
 a fact, even if a surprising one, that there are constraints that leave some meanings expressible only in quite
 cumbersome form (cf. *Who did you doubt John's claim that the dog had bitten?lWho is such that you
 doubted John's claim that the dog had bitten him or her?).

 15 This also explains why an IO can be moved by Passive, as in Mary was given a book by John. Except
 in some aberrant cases (e.g. John was taken advantage of, John was made a fool of), Passive may only front
 the first noun phrase following the verb. Therefore, after Dative Movement, Passive could front only the IO,
 not the DO. Fronting the IO therefore creates no ambiguity. (In fact the parsing routines for Passive could
 simply move the surface subject into postverbal position without engaging the gap-finding routines.)
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 the parser's problems. For doubtful gaps it is not easy at all, for two distinct kinds of

 constraint would be needed and they would both have to be lexically governed.'6 For

 verbs like walk, what is needed is a constraint prohibiting extraction of its direct object.

 For verbs like read, what is needed is a constraint prohibiting extraction of any noun

 phrase in a sentence in which read appears without a direct object. By contrast, the XX

 parsing problem can be removed from the language by means of a unified constraint

 formulated quite generally in terms of syntactic categories. Thus, though the general

 theory of parsing-motivated constraints that I have proposed is only preliminary (and

 needs to be supplemented with a precise characterization of simplicity for constraints),

 it does clear the ground for the claim that dative questions are restricted in the grammar

 because of the parser's strategies for finding gaps.

 3. Gap Filling and the Nested Dependency Constraint

 In section 1, I noted that the task of filling gaps can also sometimes present problems

 for the parser. The particular problem discussed there was a case of temporary ambiguity

 due to the presence of a doubtful filler. A doubtful filler is a constituent that might or

 might not have to be assigned to a gap, depending on how the remainder of the sentence

 is structured. A wh-constituent is a doubtless filler that must be entered into a gap.

 (Though in a sentence like Who ate the camembert? the gap for the wh-word is imme-

 diately adjacent to it and the parser may perhaps proceed as if there had been no

 movement at all.) But the antecedent for an optional deletion rule, such as Equi or Tool

 Enough Deletion, is not necessarily a filler. This temporary ambiguity can interact with

 the gap-filling process if the doubtful filler appears within the scope of another gap-

 creating rule. Thus in sentences (2) and (3), repeated below, the parser cannot decide

 how to fill the gap between expect and to make until it has decided whether or not you

 is a true or false doubtful filler.

 (2) Whoi did you expect A, to make a potholder?

 (3) Whoi did youj expect Aj to make a potholder for Ai?

 Lexical accidents, such as the optional transitivity of the complement verb leave

 in (35), occasionally convert this temporary ambiguity into a full ambiguity.

 (35) a. Whoi did you expect A, to leave (A)?

 b. Whoi did youj expect Aj to leave (A)i?

 16 Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) have suggested that there is no constraint that excludes the virtually
 unparsable class of sentences like The horse raced past the barn fell because the parsing problem here results
 from a morphological accident (the past tense of intransitive race and the passive participle of transitive race
 both happen to have the form raced). I suspect that lexically governed constraints on general syntactic
 processes are very rare in natural languages. This is as would be expected if these constraints must be innately
 specified, especially if the relevant lexical classes are defined not by semantic or syntactic features but in
 terms of discourse frequency considerations.
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 But in most cases there will be only one decision about the status of a doubtful filler

 that is consistent with the remainder of the sentence, and it should be noted that here

 too there are no constraints on transformations that have the effect of resolving this

 temporary ambiguity for the parser. 17 Both (2) and (3) are well-formed. Of the two, (3)
 is usually judged to be easier to process; (2) tends to be temporarily misanalyzed after

 the fashion of (3), and the preferred reading for (35) also has the pattern of (3). The
 preferred analyses are those in which the doubtful filler is taken to be a true filler. I

 hypothesize that the parser makes its decisions about doubtful fillers just as it does for

 doubtful gaps, i.e. that it takes doubtful fillers in positions where true fillers appear

 frequently to be true fillers, and those in positions where true fillers appear rarely to be

 false ones. This expectation model is more difficult to establish for fillers than for gaps

 because the range of probabilities happens to be narrower. It predicts, for example, that

 for a verb that permits Equi but only rarely undergoes it in utterances of English, the
 relative processing difficulty of sentences like (2) and (3) would be reversed; but such

 a verb is hard to find. However, among verbs that do take Equi freely, the verb want

 produces a greater asymmetry between the two analyses than expect, for many speakers,
 and for intend the asymmetry is stronger still. That is, the difficulty of the (a) sentences
 in (36) and (37) relative to that of the (b) sentences is greater than the difficulty of (2)
 relative to (3).

 (36) a. Whoi did you want A, to make a potholder?

 b. Whoi did youj want Aj to make a potholder for Ai?

 (37) a. Whoi did you intend A, to make a potholder?

 b. Whoi did youj intend Aj to make a potholder for A,?

 If these rather delicate judgments should prove to be reliable, it seems likely that they

 can be related to the relative frequency with which Equi applies to these verbs in

 sentence tokens of English (most frequent for intend, least frequent for expect). Just as

 in the case of doubtful gaps, however, a constraint of the kind that would exclude a

 sentence like (37a) is not likely from the point of view of either the parser or the
 grammar.

 For sentences that are fully ambiguous with respect to gap filling, however, there

 17 There is only one case that I know of in which a constraint might be attributed to the doubtful status
 of a filler. The familiar no-ambiguity constraint on Relative Clause Extraposition prevents the rule from
 applying if the moved clause could be interpreted as modifying a noun phrase that precedes it in the surface
 structure, as in (i).

 (i) *The girl (A)i took the job that was attractivei.

 This constraint can be related to parsing as follows. Relative Clause Extraposition is not a frequently applied
 rule. Therefore, the gap after the girl in (i) is an unlikely gap that the parser would tend to overlook, and the
 relative clause is an unlikely filler that the parser would tend to overlook (since a moved relative clause is
 less common than an unmoved one). As I shall indicate in section 4, this constraint on Relative Clause
 Extraposition is a maverick in other respects as well. But it does at least conform to the proposals at the end
 of section 2.4, since the constraint applies just in case a sentence would otherwise be fully ambiguous.
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 is a constraint. A sentence in which two gap-creating transformations have applied

 should be fully ambiguous if both transformations have removed a constituent of the

 same syntactic category, and if both gaps are in positions accessible to either rule. This

 is not the case in (3), where the gap after the preposition could have been created by
 Wh Movement but not by Equi. It is also not the case in (38), where Wh Movement has

 created a prepositional phrase gap and Tough Movement has created a noun phrase gap.

 (38) At which distancei is the chartj easiest for you to read A3 A4?

 But in (39), either filler ought in principle to be assignable to either gap. And yet this

 is not possible; the sentence can be interpreted as being about storing boxes in some-
 thing, as (39a) shows, but not about storing things in boxes, as indicated in (39b).

 (39) a. Whati are boxesj easy to store A3 in A,?

 b. *Whati are boxesj easy to store A, in Aj?

 The existence of some kind of constraint against filler-gap dependencies that intersect,

 as in the unacceptable (39b), has been noted in the literature (see Bach (1977); Kaplan

 (1973); and Bordelois (1974) for a partly similar constraint in Spanish). I will endeavor

 to show that this is an extremely general constraint in English, obeyed by all interactions

 of movement and deletion rules, except only for those which, for other reasons, are not

 even potentially ambiguous. I therefore formulate the constraint as a no-ambiguity
 constraint, as in (40).

 (40) The Nested Dependency Constraint (NDC)

 If there are two or more filler-gap dependencies in the same sentence, their

 scopes may not intersect if either disjoint or nested dependencies are compat-

 ible with the well-formedness conditions of the language.

 3.1. Generality of the NDC

 Restricting the discussion to sentences that contain just two filler-gap dependencies,

 there are six possible patterns of fillers (F) and gaps (G) to be considered. These are

 listed in (41), with predictions of the acceptability of the possible assignments.

 (41) a. b. c.

 Fi Gi Gj Fj Fi Fj Gj Gi Gi Gj Fj Fi

 *Fi Gj Gi Fj *Fi Fj Gi Gj *Gi Gj Fi Fj

 d. e. f.

 Gi Fi Fj Gj Fi Gi Fj Gj Gi Fi Gj F

 *Gi F3 Fi Gj Fi Gj Fj Gi Gi Fj G; Fi
 A filler-first dependency (i.e. Fi Gi) can be the result of a leftward movement rule or a
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 rightward deletion rule (i.e. deletion site to the right of the antecedent). A gap-first

 dependency (i.e. Gi Fi) can be the result of a rightward movement rule or a leftward
 (backward) deletion rule. Some of the predictions above are difficult to test because for

 various reasons (e.g. scarcity of backward deletion rules, boundedness of rightward

 movement rules) the necessary combinations of rule types do not occur. But patterns

 (41a)-(41c) provide clear illustrations of the NDC, as I shall show; and patterns (41d)-
 (41f) at least offer no counterexamples that I am aware of.

 The pattern F G G F can result from a leftward movement rule interacting with a

 rightward movement rule, as in (42)-(44).

 (42) a. Whoi did you persuade A4 to steal (A)j from the library an autographed
 copy of Syntactic Structuresj?

 b. *Which libraryi did you steal (A)} from A, an autographed copy of Syntactc

 Structuresj?

 (43) a. Foreign studentsi, we usually ask A, to list Aj on their application forms the
 dates of all previous visits to the USj.

 b. *This formi, foreign students are required to list Aj on A, the dates of all
 previous visits to the USj.

 (44) a. Goatsmilki isn't easy to make cheese from A, unless you add Aj to it some
 prewarmed butterfatj.

 b. *Goatsmilki isn't easy to make Aj from A, high quality sweet cheesej.

 The (a) sentences, in which Complex NP Shift is disjoint from the leftward movement

 rule (Wh Movement, Topicalization, Tough Movement), are acceptable. The (b) sen-

 tences, in which the two rules intersect, are not acceptable. A surface string like (42b)

 can be interpreted, but only as in (45) where Complex NP Shift has not applied at all.

 (45) Which libraryi did you steal (A)i from an autographed copy of Syntactic Struc-
 tures ?

 It might be argued that it is the existence of this alternative analysis (which is syntact-

 ically simpler even if pragmatically bizarre) that masks the intersecting dependency
 analysis. Certainly we would expect the parser to overlook the second gap, since a noun

 phrase immediately follows it. But this cannot be the whole explanation for the unac-

 ceptability of the (b) sentences, for intersecting dependency analyses are also not
 permitted in sentences like (46) and (47).

 (46) a. *Which libraryi did you steal (A)i from yesterday an autographed copy of
 Syntactic Structures?

 b. *Which libraryi did you steal (A)j from A, yesterday an autographed copy of
 Syntactic Structuresj?
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 (47) a. *This formi, foreign students are required to state Ai on that they have
 never previously visited the US.

 b. *This form,, foreign students are required to state A4 on A, that they have
 never previously visited the USA.

 In sentence (46) the single-gap analysis is precluded by the adverb, and in (47) it is

 impossible because a that-complement cannot be the object of a preposition.

 The F F G G pattern is the one that has been previously noted in the literature. It

 is created by interactions of leftward movement rules and/or rightward deletion rules.

 Example (39) above is the result of Wh Movement and Tough Movement, and its
 intersecting dependency analysis is unacceptable, as predicted. These two rules are also
 responsible for the notorious examples in (48).

 (48) a. Which violin, is this sonataj easy to play Aj on Ai?

 b. *Which sonatai is this violin3 easy to play Ai on A3?

 (48b) is not acceptable as indexed. In fact, it tends to be analyzed with nested rather

 than intersecting dependencies, resulting in the pragmatically bizarre interpretation that

 the violin is to be played on the sonata. Wh Movement and ToolEnough Deletion
 provide similar examples, such as (49) and (50).

 (49) a. Which childreni did he say that the book3 is too difficult for me to read A3
 to A4 ?

 b. *Which childreni did he say that the books is too difficult for me to read Ai
 to Aj?

 (50) a. Which booki did he say the childrenj are too young for me to read Aj to A,?

 b. *Which booki did he say the children3 are too young for me to read A, to A4?

 Only the nested dependency analysis (a) is permissible in these sentences; it leads to
 the plausible reading of (49) and the implausible reading of (50).

 Topicalization interacts with Tough Movement and Too/Enough Deletion just as

 Wh Movement does, and I will not list examples. Tough Movement and ToolEnough
 Deletion can, with some stylistic awkwardness, be applied in the same sentence. Ex-

 ample (51) with nested dependencies is not elegant, but (52) with intersecting depend-
 encies as indexed is totally unacceptable and can only be interpreted in accord with the
 NDC as if the wood is to be hammered into the nails.

 (51) The woodi is too rough for these blunt nailsj to be easy for me to hammer Aj
 into Ai.

 (52) *The nailsi are too blunt for this rough woodj to be easy for me to hammer A,
 into Aj.
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 It is also just possible to find acceptable sentences in which ToolEnough Deletion has

 applied twice, and these also pattern as predicted.

 (53) That woodi is too rough for any nailsj to be sharp enough for you to hammer
 A3 into Ai.

 (54) *Those nailsi are too blunt for any wood3 to be soft enough for you to hammer
 A, into A.

 Semantic considerations apparently preclude double applications of Tough Move-

 ment in the same sentence, and Topicalization cannot apply twice because it is restricted

 to main clauses. Whether or not double applications of Wh Movement may occur is a

 matter of dispute. Movement of a wh-constituent from within a tensed relative clause

 or wh-complement is generally judged to be impossible. This cannot be attributed to the

 NDC but must be the result of some other constraint (e.g. Ross's Complex NP Con-

 straint, or some weakened version of Chomsky's Wh-Island Constraint). It is worth

 noting, however, that to the extent that such sentences are interpretable at all, it is the

 nested dependency reading that is favored.

 (55) a. ?Which of the infected saucepansi did they eat something that3 they had

 cooked A3 in A,?

 b. *Which of the infected saucepansi did they eat something that3 they had

 cooked A, in A3?

 (56) a. ?What foodi did they forget to disinfect the saucepan that3 they had cooked
 Aj in A,?

 b. *What foodi did they forget to disinfect the saucepan that3 they had cooked
 A, in A3?

 (57) a. ?Which girli did you ask the secretary who3 Bill had written to A3 about Ai?

 b. *Which girli did you ask the secretary whoj Bill had written to A, about A3?

 Many speakers do accept movement of a wh-constituent from an infinitival wh-clause,

 but here too only the nested dependency reading is possible.

 (58) a. Which of the guestsi did you have to ask Mother who3 to introduce A3 to
 Ai?

 b. *Which of the guests, did you have to ask Mother who3 to introduce Ai to
 A3 ?

 There are some apparent counterexamples, such as Chomsky's (1973) example (59),

 which is acceptable for many speakers. However, in this case there is no potential

 ambiguity, since the two wh-constituents are of different syntactic types and could not
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 fit into each other's gaps. The NDC formulated as a no-ambiguity constraint therefore
 does not apply here.18

 (59) Which crimesi does the FBI not know howj to solve A, Aj?

 The pattern G G F F is created by rightward movement rules and/or backward

 deletion rules, and examples are not plentiful. But sentences (60) and (61) show that
 Relative Clause Extraposition behaves as predicted.

 (60) No one (A)i puts things (A)j in the sink that would block itj who wants to go on
 being a friend of minei.

 (61) *No one (A)i puts things (A)j in the sink who wants to go on being a friend of

 minei that would block itj.

 Notice that the unacceptability of (61) cannot be attributed to the familiar no-ambiguity

 constraint that prohibits Relative Clause Extraposition if the relative clause can be

 interpreted as having originated in its surface position. (62) and (63) are only marginally

 open to this misinterpretation, and both are considerably more acceptable than (61).

 (62) No one (A)i puts tealeaves in the sink who wants to go on being a friend of minei.

 (63) No one puts anything (A)i in the sink that would block iti.

 The other three patterns of fillers and gaps (G F F G, F G F G, and G F G F)
 presuppose combinations of rules of which it is difficult to find clear examples. The

 pattern Fi Gj Fj Gi, for example, should result from a Wh Movement dependency
 surrounding a Complex NP Shift dependency. Sentence (64) illustrates this, but it is
 open in principle to both of the analyses in (65).

 (64) What language did you say to Alf that you enjoyed speaking to him in?

 (65) a. What languagei did you say Aj to Alf [that you enjoyed speaking to him]j in
 A,?

 b. What languagei did you say A&j to Alf [that you enjoyed speaking to him in
 Ai]3?

 Analysis (65a) is predicted by the NDC to be well-formed, but it is not a natural analysis

 for sentence (64). However, this appears to be the consequence of other parsing prin-
 ciples that are sensitive to the relative length and complexity of constituents in sequence
 in a verb phrase. Complex NP Shift is acceptable only for long noun phrases, but a long
 noun phrase tends to absorb a following short prepositional phrase (see Bever (1970);

 Frazier and Fodor (forthcoming)). This is apparent also in the declarative sentence (66),
 for which the NDC is quite irrelevant.

 18 There is a third dependency in this example, between the filler the FBI and the subject gap in the
 subordinate clause, which intersects with the filler-gap dependency for how. I will return to this in section
 3.3.
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 (66) I said to Alf that I enjoyed speaking to him in French.

 Analysis (65b) has its second gap inside its second filler. It will count as exhibiting the

 pattern Fi Gj Fj Gi only if the position of a filler is defined, for the purposes of the
 NDC, by its beginning rather than its ending. Since I shall be arguing that the NDC is

 related to parsing strategies, I shall adopt this definition, for it seems plausible to assume

 that the parser often identifies a constituent as a filler before all of its internal constit-

 uents have been received. And given this definition, analysis (65b) becomes pertinent
 to the NDC and is predicted to be well-formed. This prediction is correct for sentences

 in which Complex NP Shift has applied to a sentential complement, as in (64), but is

 more dubious when the shifted noun phrase is nonsentential. Some examples, such as
 (67), are not acceptable.

 (67) *Whoi did you make 4. to Alf [a derogatory remark about 4]j?

 Others, such as (68), do seem to be acceptable.

 (68) Whoi did you show Aj to Alf [a cute colored photograph of Ai]d?

 I believe that (68) is the more typical example. Complex NP Shift is for some reason

 not fully acceptable for make a derogatory remark even when no other movement rule

 has applied; (69) is less acceptable than (70).

 (69) ?I made 4A to Alf a derogatory remark about Tedi.

 (70) I showed AX to Alf a cute colored photograph of Tedi.

 Extraction of the wh-constituent from the complex noun phrase, which is notoriously

 variable in acceptability (see Chomsky (1977); and Bach and Horn (1976)), is perhaps

 also somewhat less acceptable for the remark sentence than the photograph sentence
 even in the absence of Complex NP Shift.

 (71) Whoi did you make a derogatory remark about Ai to Alf?

 (72) Whoi did you show a colored photograph of Ai to Alf?

 Thus, the interaction of the two rules seems to be acceptable as long as each rule alone

 is. The best conclusion is therefore that the general pattern Fi Gj Fj Gi is acceptable,
 even though some instances of it may be unacceptable for reasons other than the NDC.

 3.2. Alternative Proposals

 Kuno (1973) reported the following examples from Judith Aissen.

 (73) *Alex, I suggested to that we leave.

 (74) *Who did you explain to that money doesn't grow on trees?

 (75) *He is the man who I proved to that 22 is a mystical number.

 (76) *It was Marcia who I admitted to that I was under age.
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 These sentences are like (47) above; Complex NP Shift of a that-complement intersects

 with a leftward movement rule in violation of the NDC. Kuno, however, attributes their
 unacceptability to his proposed Clause Nonfinal Incomplete Constituent Constraint.

 (77) The Clause Nonfinal Incomplete Constituent Constraint (CNICC)

 It is not possible to move any element of phrase/clause A in the clause nonfinal
 position out of A if what is left over in A constitutes an incomplete phrase/
 clause.

 Kuno defines an incomplete constituent as one that is lacking an obligatory subconstit-
 uent, and he defines clause nonfinal position as any position in a clause that is followed
 by a constituent that is obligatory within that clause. Hence the CNICC is equivalent
 to (78).

 (78) The CNICC Rephrased

 No element that is obligatory within a phrase may be moved from that phrase
 if the phrase is followed by an obligatory constituent in the same clause.

 The references to obligatory constituents here are reminiscent of the parser's gap-finding
 problems discussed in section 2. But the CNICC would be a very strange constraint
 from the point of view of the parser. The extractions it would prohibit are those that
 would leave doubtless gaps, which we have seen are normally easy for the parser to
 detect. Furthermore, the prohibition is against gaps that precede an obligatory constit-
 uent, yet an obligatory constituent after a gap could help the parser find the gap in much
 the way that the direction "If you get to a traffic light you've gone too far" can be
 useful in finding a friend's house. I conclude that the CNICC either has nothing to do
 with parsing or else is incorrect. I will now argue that it is incorrect.

 The CNICC applies to (73)-(76) because their final that-clauses are obligatory (cf.
 *Alex, I suggested to, *He is the man who I proved to). But there are exactly comparable
 examples, such as (79) and (80), which are also unacceptable although their final that-
 clauses are optional (cf. Who did you read to?, He is the man that I dreamed of).

 (79) *Whoi did you read Aj to A4 that the sky was falling,?

 (80) *He is the man thati I dreamed Aj of Ai that his head fell off,.

 Similarly, when Complex NP Shift has applied to a nonsentential noun phrase, extraction
 from the preceding position is impossible whether the noun phrase is obligatory, as in
 (81), or optional, as in (42b) above.

 (81) *Which shelfi did you put As on A, an autographed copy of Syntactic Structuresj?

 (42) b. *Which libraryi did you steal (A)3 from A, an autographed copy of Syntactic

 Structuresj?

 The NDC subsumes these very similar examples under the same generalization; but the
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 CNICC, with its reference to an obligatory constituent following the gap, applies to
 what appears to be a nonnatural class of constructions.

 The same is true of the F F G G constructions to which the NDC applies. The

 CNICC would exclude (82) because its final prepositional phrase is obligatory (cf. *I

 handed the boots), but it would not exclude (83), whose final phrase is optional (cf. I
 handed over the boots).

 (82) *The boots I took off in the hallwayi, the butler, was too far away for me to be

 able to hand A, to Ac.

 (83) *The boots I took off in the hallwayi, the butlerj was too far away for me to be
 able to hand over A, to A4.

 Furthermore, because the CNICC says nothing about the fillers for gaps, it cannot

 distinguish nested dependency readings from intersecting dependency readings; it would

 exclude both analyses of (82) and neither analysis of (83), whereas in fact they can both
 be assigned the pragmatically implausible nested dependency reading that the butler
 was to be handed (over) to the boots.

 Finally, the CNICC's reference to obligatoriness of the moved constituent also

 seems to be incorrect. It predicts that a sentence exactly like (82), except that the direct

 object gap in the complement is doubtful, should be acceptable. I have been unable to
 find such a construction to test, but if, in view of the remarks above, we now drop the

 requirement that the constituent following the gap be obligatory, then sentence (50b)
 above is a counterexample.

 (50) b. *Which booki did he say the childrenj are too young for me to read (A)i to
 Aj?

 Kuno included this requirement in the CNICC because of the contrast between (73)-

 (76) and the acceptable sentences (84)-(87) in which Pied Piping has resulted in a

 doubtful prepositional phrase gap instead of a doubtless noun phrase gap.

 (84) To Alex, I suggested that we leave.

 (85) To whom did you explain that money doesn't grow on trees?

 (86) He is the man to whom I proved that 22 is a mystical number.

 (87) It was Marcia to whom I admitted that I was under age.

 Note that the NDC, which has proved superior to the CNICC in all other respects, can

 also account for this contrast. Pied Piping of the preposition makes it impossible to tell

 whether Complex NP Shift has applied or not. If it has, (84) would be derived as in (88)
 with violation of the NDC. But if it has not, then (84) would be derived as in (89) with
 no violation.

 (88) To Alexi, I suggested Ai A{ that we leaves.

 (89) To Alexi, I suggested that we leave A.
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 Because there is one derivation of the sentence that abides by the NDC, it is predicted
 to be acceptable.

 In general, then, the CNICC's references to obligatoriness are mistakes for refer-

 ences to rule interactions.19 It does not apply to a coherent class of examples. The

 sentences above that it does happen to exclude, it groups together with sentences like

 (90).
 (90) Whoi did John hand a picture of Ai to Bill?

 But even Kuno only marks this as ??, and the contrast that he predicts between (90)

 and (91) is extremely marginal compared with the contrasts of acceptability noted above.

 (91) Whoi did John buy a picture of Ai from Bill?

 The Freezing Principle of Wexler, Culicover, and Hamburger (1975), Culicover

 (1976), Wexler (1977), and related papers is another potential competitor for the NDC.

 (92) The Freezing Principle

 No transformation may analyze a frozen node (where a node is frozen if a non-

 structure-preserving transformation has applied to it, and a transformation is

 non-structure-preserving at a node A just in case the structure immediately
 dominated by A after the transformation has applied is a structure that could

 not have been generated immediately below A as a base expansion by the
 phrase structure rules).

 This accounts for (73)-(76), (79)-(81), and (42b), but it does not exclude (82) and (83),

 and it would exclude either both or neither of the Relative Clause Extraposition ex-

 amples (60) and (61) above. The discussion at the end of section 3.1 suggests, moreover,
 that the Freezing Principle is wrong to exclude examples like (67) and (68). I conclude

 that the Freezing Principle, like the CNICC, generalizes incorrectly from the unaccept-

 ability of examples like (73).

 Finally, I note that Chomsky's (1977) analysis rules out both the intersecting and
 the nested dependency analyses of many of the constructions I have cited in favor of

 the NDC, on the grounds that Topicalization, Tough Movement, and Too/Enough

 Deletion all involve Wh Movement, and that Wh Movement may not extract any

 constituent from a "wh-island". Bach (1977) has already challenged some of the gram-

 maticality judgments on which Chomsky's analysis is founded. I agree with Bach, but

 to strengthen the argument I will suggest a possible explanation for the existence of

 marginal sentences on which judgments might be expected to differ.

 19 Kuno's Incomplete Subject Constraint, which is a more limited version of the CNICC, excludes
 sentences like (i) to which the NDC does not apply.

 (i) *What did doing in his office not satisfy John?

 But here too the definition of an incomplete constituent as one lacking obligatory subconstituents is incorrect;
 the constraint will not exclude the very similar sentence (ii).

 (ii) *What did reading in his office not satisfy John?
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 The critical examples are those like (93)-(95), which are predicted by the NDC to

 be acceptable but are cited as unacceptable by Chomsky.

 (93) Whoi are the presentsj fun (for us) to give Aj to 4?

 (94) Whoi was the jobj good enough for us to offer Aj to Ai?

 (95) What violini did you find a sonata [wh], to play Aj on 4?

 Sentence (93) is exactly comparable, with respect to its filler-gap dependencies, to

 examples already given such as (39a) and (48a), which Chomsky notes that "many
 speakers" do find acceptable.

 (39) a. Whati are boxesj easy to store Aj in Ai?

 (48) a. Which violini is this sonataj easy to play Aj on Ai?

 Chomsky had to provide an explanation for the acceptability of (48a); I will propose an

 explanation for the fact that sentences such as (93)-(95) might be considered unaccept-
 able. My suggestion is that these constructions, which all have two gaps to be found

 and filled, are already sufficiently complex that they will be especially sensitive to any
 additional syntactic or semantic complexities. In each of the dubious cases, some further
 complication is present.

 If (93) is somewhat less acceptable than (48a), this may be related to the fact that,

 even without Wh Movement, (93) is less than fully natural. Compare (96) and (97).

 (96) The presents are fun for us to give to John.

 (97) This sonata is easy to play on John's violin.

 For sentence (94) there is a different problem. (94) is exactly comparable to the ac-

 ceptable sentence (49a).

 (49) a. Which childreni did he say that the bookj is too difficult for me to read Aj to
 4.?

 But notice that the sequence offer to (unlike read to) also has a natural interpretation

 as an infinitival construction with Equi (as in I offered to wax his car). In other words,
 there is an ambiguity in (94) that could temporarily disrupt the parser, especially as it

 occurs in the critical portion of the sentence that contains the two gaps in close
 succession. Finally, the judgment that (95) is unacceptable conflicts with the accepta-
 bility of comparable sentences such as (98), which exhibits the predicted contrast with
 the intersecting dependency sentence (99).

 (98) Which canopeneri were you unable to find any cans [wh]j to open Aj with 4?

 (99) *Which cani were you unable to find any canopener [wh]j to open 4 with Aj?

 In this kind of construction the gap-filling ambiguity that is relevant to the NDC interacts
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 with two further ambiguities. First, the subject you of find is only a doubtful filler, as

 shown by the acceptability of both (100) and (101).

 (100) Youi found a sonata [wh]j Ai to play A4.

 (101) You found a sonata [wh]i A, to please everyone.

 In both cases, the implicit relative pronoun coreferential with a sonata is a doubtless

 filler, but which gap it must fill depends on deciding whether you is a true filler or a

 false one. Second, find is a verb that undergoes optional Dative Movement of an

 optionalfor-phrase; it can appear in all of the constructions (102)-(104).

 (102) I found a sonata.

 (103) I found a sonata for Mary.

 (104) I found Mary a sonata.

 Therefore, the sequence What violin did you find a sonata. . . is also structurally

 ambiguous. In addition to the analysis (105), which is the correct one for sentence (95),
 it is open at least to analysis (106), and also to (107) for those who accept fronted-IO
 dative questions.

 (105) What violini did you find a sonata ..... X

 (106) What violini did you find a sonata A. .....

 (107) What violini did you find Ai a sonata .....

 These observations suggest that the Wh-Island Constraint is too strong for Tough

 Movement, ToolEnough Deletion, and so on, just as it is for overt cases of Wh Move-

 ment such as (58a) of section 3.1. In the absence of further complications, extraction
 from a "wh-island" is possible, though only if it obeys the NDC. Notice also that the
 Wh-Island Constraint, like the CNICC and the Freezing Principle, applies at best only
 to a subset (the F F G G cases) of the constructions that are accounted for by the much
 more general NDC.

 3.3. The NDC as a No-Ambiguity Constraint

 There are several very different types of construction in which the proper assignment
 of fillers to gaps is unambiguous without appeal to the NDC. In (108a), for example,
 there is no rule of English that could have created the object gap in the subordinate
 clause by movement of, or by deletion under identity with, the object them in the main
 clause; even without Wh Movement, such an assignment would be impossible, as shown
 in (108b).

 (108) a. I told themi whatj Ai to buy Aj.

 b. *I told themi (for Mary) to kiss Ai.
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 Thus, the nested dependency analysis of (108a) is ruled out on independent grounds,
 and the NDC formulated as a no-ambiguity constraint therefore permits the dependen-
 cies to intersect. Similar considerations explain the acceptability of the intersecting
 dependency analysis of sentence (100), and also the acceptability of the intersecting FBI -
 gap dependency in (59), whose other intersecting dependencies were discussed in section
 3.1.

 (100) Youi found a sonata [wh]j Ai to play Aj.

 (59) Which crimesi does the FBIj not know howk Ai to solve A, Ak?

 In sentence (109), the nested dependency analysis (b) could come about only if Tool
 Enough Deletion could delete a noun phrase in the same clause as the toolenough
 predicate.

 (109) a. Whati was Johnj too upset about A, A3 to be able to eat his breakfast?

 b. *Whati was Johnj too upset about Aj Ai to be able to eat his breakfast?

 Even without Wh Movement this is impossible, as shown by (110).

 (110) *Johni was too upset about A, for Mary to feel like eating her breakfast.

 Similarly, in (111) there is no rule that could have created the gap in predicate position
 of the main clause by movement of, or deletion under identity with, the subject John
 of the main clause. Even without Wh Movement this is impossible, as shown by (112).

 (111) a. How easy (a man)i is Johnj Ai (for Mary) to please Aj?

 b. *How easy (a man), is Johnj Aj (for Mary) to please A,?

 (112) *Johni is Ai.

 Therefore, in these cases too, there is no ambiguity as to how the two gaps are to be
 filled. The intersecting dependency analysis, since it is the only possible one, is per-
 mitted by the NDC.

 The reasons for the absence of ambiguity in these examples differ from case to
 case, and it is these differences that provide the strongest argument that the NDC is a
 no-ambiguity constraint. It could be formulated as an absolute constraint only if these
 various constructions could be excluded from its domain, but excluding them would be
 prohibitively difficult because they do not form a natural class-except, of course, the
 class of constructions that are not ambiguous with respect to their filler-gap assign-
 ments.

 I believe that the domain of the NDC (formulated as a no-ambiguity constraint)
 need not be restricted in any way at all. For some transformations, it makes no difference

 whether the NDC is assumed to be applicable or not. For example, Equi normally
 creates a gap so close to its filler that no other filler-gap dependency could possibly
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 intersect with it. Verbs like promise, for which Equi applies over an intervening noun
 phrase, provide the only possible examples:

 (113) a. Whoi did youj promise Ai Aj to be kind to Mary?

 b. *Whoi did youj promise Ai Ai to be kind to Mary?

 But the nested dependency assignment here is impossible because Equi can only delete

 a noun phrase in the lower clause, and so the intersecting dependency assignment is

 predicted to be well-formed whether or not Equi falls under the NDC. Recent reanalyses

 of Equi such as Chomsky and Lasnik (1977), where the traditional rule is divided into
 a rule of obligatory control and an antecedentless deletion rule deleting reflexive subjects

 offor-to complements, may suggest that Equi phenomena are so unlike Wh Movement,
 Too/Enough Deletion, and the like, that it would be inappropriate for the NDC to apply

 to them.20 However, it seems to me a point of some interest that there is no evidence

 against a completely general formulation of the NDC that applies to the unbounded
 movement and deletion rules and also applies (even if vacuously) to Equi and even to

 rules like Particle Movement and Subject-Aux Inversion, which we do not usually think

 of as rules that create gaps.21 Barbara Partee has observed (personal communication)

 that Subject-Aux Inversion can intersect with Wh Movement in sentences like (114) if
 it is assumed that Subject-Aux Inversion applies first and that Wh Movement then
 restores the original sequence of constituents.

 (114) Whoi willj Ai Aj shovel the snow? 4 willi who Ai shovel the snow # who
 will shovel the snow

 But once again there is no need to restrict the NDC, for the syntactic categories of the

 two fillers here are quite different, and this rules out the possibility of the alternative
 assignment (1 15).

 (115) *Whoi willj Aj Ai shovel the snow?

 3.4. Anaphoric Dependencies

 The one restriction on the NDC is that it applies only to movement and deletion rules

 that create gaps, i.e. that leave no phonologically realized material in the original

 20 Since I shall relate the NDC to parsing operations, it is relevant to ask whether the parsing routines
 for bounded rules like Equi are similar to those for unbounded movement and deletion rules, or whether they
 are more like those described by Lakoff and Thompson (1975a; 1975b) or by Bresnan (1978). At present I
 know of no data that bear on this question.

 21 Deletion rules without antecedents will of course be unaffected by the NDC. It might seem necessary
 to exclude Gapping from the domain of the NDC, since the no-ambiguity constraint on Gapping (Hankamer
 (1973)) is quite distinct from the NDC and selects between alternative analyses all of which have intersecting
 dependencies. But Gapping is a parallel structure rule, which requires that the constituents in the clause that
 is to undergo deletion should match constituents in comparable positions in the antecedent clause, and it thus
 demands intersecting dependencies. Since there is no possible nested reading, the NDC would not apply.
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 position of the moved or deleted constituent.22 It is clear that intersecting pronominal-

 ization relations are permitted, even when they are ambiguous as in (117).

 (116) Gil, told Ann, that hei really needed herj.

 (117) a. Maryi told Anni that shei really needed hers.

 b. Maryi told Anni that she, really needed heri.

 Even in a double toolenough construction, the dependencies may intersect if there are

 pronouns rather than gaps. None of these constructions are very natural, of course, but

 for people who can accept anaphora rather than deletion in toolenough contexts, sen-

 tence (118) is much more acceptable than the comparable sentence (54) with gaps.

 (118) Those nailsi are too blunt for any wood, to be soft enough for you to hammer
 them, into its.

 (54) *Those nailsi are too blunt for any wood, to be soft enough for you to hammer
 A, into A,.

 However, the restriction of the NDC to gap-creating rules faces two apparent problems

 that need to be resolved.

 One problem concerns Extraposition. Kuno (1973) notes that (119) is somewhat

 more acceptable than the comparable sentence (73), which has a gap in place of the it.

 (119) ??Alex,, I suggested its to A, that we leavej.

 (73) *Alex,, I suggested Aj to A, that we leavej.

 In (119), the complement clause has been moved by Extraposition; in (73), it has been

 moved by Complex NP Shift. If we take Extraposition to create an anaphoric depend-

 ency between the complement and the it, then (119) is predicted to be fully acceptable.

 In general this prediction is correct. The dubious status of (119) is due simply to the

 fact that Extraposition is of marginal acceptability in this context even without Topi-
 calization.

 (120) ??I suggested it to Alex that we leave.

 For examples such as those in (121), in which Extraposition is fully acceptable, the

 22 Hankamer (1973) observes that no no-ambiguity constraint applies to pronominalization or to VP
 Deletion and Sluicing, which he describes as deletion rules that leave behind a constituent that unambiguously
 marks the location of the deletion site. Noting that the ambiguities created by such rules can only be
 ambiguities as to which constituent is the antecedent, he concludes (p. 43) that "the controller of a deletion
 (and thus the identity of the deleted constituent) does not have to be recoverable, but the deletion site does."
 It is natural to think of pronouns as exempt from the NDC because they are easier for the parser to find than
 gaps are (though note that the NDC concerns gap filling rather than gap finding). But Hankamer's generali-
 zation does not seem to be the right one, for the NDC applies to uniquely specify the fillers (controllers) for
 gaps (deletion sites) even when these gaps are doubtless (recoverable). I suggest an alternative account of the
 gap/pronoun contrast in section 3.5.
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 predicted contrast between Extraposition and Complex NP Shift in interaction with Wh
 Movement is quite clear.

 (121) You got (it) across 3 to Jill that you would not vote for the incumbent.

 (122) a. Whoi did you make itj clear 1 to Ai that you would not vote for the
 get itj acrossj

 incumbentj?

 b. *Whoi did you m t Aj aclro1 to Ai that you would not vote for the

 incumbentj?

 It can be concluded that the NDC does not apply to Extraposition. Nevertheless,

 there are some sentences in which it appears that it does. Compare (123) and (124).

 (123) *Whoi did it, seem to A, that the room was emptyj?

 (124) Whoi did itj seem strange to A, that the room was emptyj?

 For (123) to fall under the NDC it would be necessary for the complement clause to

 have been moved not from the position in which it appears, but by Complex NP Shift
 from some other position that now contains a gap. The most plausible candidate is the
 position after seem, as in (125).

 (125) *Whoi did it seem Aj to A, that the room was emptyj?

 This analysis is reminiscent of Emonds's (1970) Intraposition analysis of subject com-

 plements, which postulates that the complement is in postverbal position in the under-
 lying structure. But the contrast between (123) and (124) requires us to assume the

 Emonds analysis for (123) and the traditional Extraposition analysis for (124). In fact
 there is independent evidence that this mixed theory is the correct one.

 One argument against the traditional Extraposition analysis is the need to postulate
 obligatory Extraposition in some cases. Note that this is so for seem but not for seem
 strange.

 (126) *That the room was empty seemed to Frank.

 (127) That the room was empty seemed strange to Frank.

 As Emonds observed, even obligatory Extraposition does not provide a satisfactory
 account of (126), for seem cannot appear without a following complement, regardless
 of the nature of its subject phrase.

 (128) *It seemed to Frank.

 (129) *The importance of being earnest seemed to Frank.

 But these constructions are acceptable for seem Adj, which takes a full range of subject
 phrases.
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 (130) It seemed strange to Frank.

 (131) The importance of being earnest seemed exaggerated to Frank.

 These differences can be accounted for on the assumption that the complement of seem

 is in postverbal position in the underlying structure, but the complement of seem strange

 originates in subject position and can optionally be extraposed. This would permit

 Extraposition to be optional for all subject complements, and allows Emonds's rule of

 Intraposition to be dispensed with entirely.23

 The postverbal position of the complement of seem can be related to the construc-

 tions in (132), which could not possibly have been derived by Extraposition.

 rIas ifl
 (132) It seemed like the room was empty.

 The verb seem here behaves like a copula followed by an adjective, where the adjective

 happens to take a complement. Parallel to (132) we have the examples of (133) with the

 copula be and the perception verbs look and feel.

 Ilooked
 (133) It |felt | as ifi the car had collided with a mad rhinoceros.

 was (Oust)Jlike

 By contrast, we do not have (134), with seem Adj.

 (134) *It seemed strange ilike j the room was empty.

 This is understandable, since the word strange here will occupy the adjective position

 after seem and thus necessarily precludes the occurrence of as if or like in that position.

 To summarize: optional Extraposition from that S seem Adj (to NP) remains a very

 plausible source for it seem Adj (to NP) that S constructions, for which a postverbal
 source for the complement has no independent motivation. Extraposition does not leave

 a gap, and the NDC therefore does not block extraction of the noun phrase from the

 prepositional phrase. But it seem that S (to NP) constructions are base generated, it

 seem to NP that S constructions are derived not by Extraposition but by Complex NP

 Shift over the prepositional phrase, and the resulting gap does block extraction from

 the prepositional phrase.

 The second problem for the claim that the NDC is not applicable to anaphoric

 23 The arguments concerning It seems strange that S apply equally to It is obvious that S, It doesn't
 matter that S, It upset Bill that S, and all other predicates for which Extraposition is optional. Culicover
 (1976) lists several other differences between predicates of this class and those of the seem class, for example:
 It seems sol*It seems strange sol*It is obvious so; He's here, it seemsl*He's here, it seems strangel*He's
 here, it doesn't matter. Though it is not entirely clear how these differences follow from the fundamental
 difference I have proposed, their existence does help to undermine the assumption (shared by the traditional
 Extraposition theory and Emonds's Intraposition theory) that the two classes of predicates must appear in
 deep structures of the same form.
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 dependencies concerns sentences that have a mix of gaps and pronouns. Chomsky

 (1977) finds sentence (135) puzzling; he considers it ungrammatical, although under his

 analysis it should be well-formed.

 (135) What jobi was Johnj famous enough for us to offer Ai to him3?

 We may also compare (136) and (137) with (118) and (54) above.

 (136) Those nailsi are too blunt for any woodj to be soft enough for you to hammer

 themi into Ap.

 (137) *Those nailsi are too blunt for any woodj to be soft enough for you to hammer

 A, into itj.

 Both of these sentences are disambiguated by the number of the pronoun, just like the

 double-pronoun sentence (118). (137), which has its gap before its pronoun, is unac-

 ceptable and tends to be misanalyzed as containing nested dependencies, like the double-

 gap sentence (54). But (136), which has its pronoun before its gap, is acceptable on an

 intersecting dependency analysis just like the double-pronoun sentence. These judg-

 ments, as Chomsky says, are cloudy. But I believe that they (and even their cloudiness)

 can be explained by reference to the parser.

 The subject of a toolenough predicate is a doubtful filler, since ToolEnough Deletion

 is optional. But deletion is more usual than anaphora (e.g. It was too fragile to sit onl

 ??It was too fragile to sit on it, It was too fragile for me to sit onl?It was too fragile for

 me to sit on it). Hence, the parser will temporarily assume that the two doubtful fillers

 in these sentences are real fillers, and will therefore be ready to fill the expected gaps

 in accord with the NDC. If the parser finds a pronoun coreferential with one of the

 doubtful fillers, it will drop this assumption and establish an anaphoric relation instead.24

 But if it finds a gap first, its usual procedures for filling gaps when there are two filler-

 gap dependencies will lead it to fill this gap with the second of the two fillers. In other

 words, sentences in which the gap precedes the pronoun will be analyzed on the

 assumption that they are going to be sentences with two gaps, and so they will obey the

 NDC.

 A contrast in acceptability depending on the left-to-right order of pronoun and gap

 is an odd phenomenon from a linguistic point of view but is quite understandable as a

 consequence of the left-to-right operations of the parser. This is one indication that the

 NDC is intimately related to the parsing process. I will argue below that the fact that

 the NDC does not normally apply to anaphoric relations can also be explained in these

 terms.

 24 ToolEnough Deletion can apply only to the leftmost noun phrase coreferential with the subject of the
 toolenough predicate. Therefore, once the subject has been associated with a pronoun, it cannot be the filler
 for any subsequent gap in the sentence, i.e. it is no longer even a doubtful filler.
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 3.5. Explanation of the NDC

 The NDC disambiguates sentences that are potentially ambiguous with respect to how

 their gaps are to be filled. If this constraint serves to simplify the gap-filling routines of

 the parser, we would expect that it could be imposed on-line, to exclude intersecting

 dependency analyses before the parser had expended any effort on computing them.

 Otherwise the constraint would be no help to the parser at all; its only effect would be

 the unwelcome one of invalidating some of the analyses that the parser had taken the

 trouble to develop.

 We might also expect that the filler-gap assignment that is excluded by the NDC

 is the one that the parser would, even if there were no constraint, tend to overlook.

 This is not a necessary assumption, for reduction of ambiguity would be achieved

 whichever reading was excluded. But the principle that mere ambiguity does not count

 as a parsing problem would be a welcome addition to the theory sketched in section 2.4

 about which parsing phenomena are likely to impinge on the grammar. In the case of

 the XX Extraction Constraint, the analysis that is excluded is one that is in any case

 not fully accessible to the parser. By contrast, there are no constraints to disambiguate

 constructions like the shooting of the hunters or They are eating apples, and in these

 cases there is no evidence that one of the two readings is particularly difficult for the

 parser to compute. The idea is that in the XX case, one analysis is excluded because

 the parser systematically fails to compute it and therefore from the hearer's point of

 view the sentence appears not to have that reading; but in cases in which the two

 analyses are more evenly balanced in complexity, the parser may compute either one

 or the other (or both?) and the hearer therefore has evidence that the sentence is

 ambiguous.25

 It has been suggested (Kaplan (1973); see also footnote 11 of Bach (1977)) that the

 25 This again raises the question of negative data in language learning (see footnote 4). However, for no-
 ambiguity constraints there is considerable plausibility to Chomsky and Lasnik's suggestion, that the language
 learner is so constructed that he will assume the constraint holds unless there is evidence to the contrary.
 Note that a construction subject to a no-ambiguity constraint (unlike one that violates the for-to filter, for
 example) is a construction that the child will hear. Children are prodigious generalizers, but one generalization
 they don't seem inclined to make in the absence of positive evidence is that a sentence has more than one
 interpretation. (Consider a child who has determined that The cat sat on the mat means that the cat sat on
 the mat. He surely does not infer from its having this one meaning that it has a whole set of meanings.) A
 one-to-one correlation between forms and meanings is the unmarked situation in natural languages; ambiguities
 arise only as the result of various linguistic "accidents". For an ambiguous sentence not subject to a no-
 ambiguity constraint, such as They are eating apples, the child will encounter evidence that it departs from
 the unmarked situation; even if he does not hear any one sentence uttered with both meanings, he is likely
 to hear sentences like They are making muffins and They are sewing needles each used with one of the two
 meanings. But a sentence subject to a no-ambiguity constraint will be heard with only one of its potential
 meanings (and if the no-ambiguity constraint is due to parsing operations, it would be construed by the child
 as having this one meaning even if it were used by adults with the other meaning in violation of the constraint).
 The child's tendency to generalize the rules of his developing grammar will thus be offset in this case by his
 tendency not to attribute extra meanings to sentences in the absence of positive evidence. Note that, if this
 is correct, it is not necessary to assume that each no-ambiguity constraint a learner might posit is separately
 innately specified.
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 memory store in which fillers are retained until their gaps have been located is a first-
 in-last-out system (i.e. a pushdown store or stack). If so, a parser faced with the pattern
 F1 F2 G. . . will extract F2 from the memory store to fill the gap. F1 will then have to
 be assigned to a later gap, and the result will be a nested dependency assignment.
 This explanation of the NDC meets the criteria above: the intersecting dependency

 analysis will be nipped in the bud before the parser has expended any effort in developing
 it; and the nested dependency analysis is the one that the parser would compute most
 readily even in the absence of any constraint. It may also be the correct explanation.
 But it suffers from an epistemic disadvantage, viz. that if the facts had been otherwise,
 the explanation could also have been otherwise. That is, if it had been the nested
 dependency analysis that had been unacceptable rather than the intersecting dependency
 analysis, it could have been proposed just as plaus'ibly that the memory store for fillers
 was a first-in-first-out system (a queue). The pushdown store explanation would be less
 post hoc and more convincing if it were accompanied by some independent evidence
 for pushdown storage. I will now sketch three lines of argument that cast some doubt
 on the pushdown store hypothesis, and I will then offer an explanation of why the
 parser behaves as if it were relying on a pushdown store even though it is not.

 Pushdown storage would make excellent sense for a parser that has to deal with
 natural languages, whose sentences have a hierarchical phrase structure that provides
 many opportunities for nesting. But one of the few unquestionable facts in psycholin-
 guistics is that nested structures are particularly difficult for the human sentence parsing

 device. The human parser shows all the signs of a device struggling to get by without
 pushdown storage where pushdown storage would have been very adaptive. Why, then,
 should we suppose that it has pushdown storage for fillers, when any kind of storage
 would have been equally good in principle in this case?

 The second argument stems from the fact that the NDC applies to gap-first de-
 pendencies as well as to filler-first dependencies, and it suggests that fillers are not put
 into any special store at all. A filler is a word or sequence of words; it is the kind of
 thing that could be entered into a memory store. But a gap is a nothing; the one
 important property it has is its position, and so it is not clear at all what it would mean
 to enter a gap into a memory store. This suggests a rather different picture of the
 parser's operations, one that applies equally to fillers and gaps. This is that the parser
 can "view" several words of the sentence simultaneously, and that it simply notes the
 presence of a filler or a gap in the word string and does nothing more until it has found,
 respectively, a gap to move the filler into, or a filler to move into the gap. As noted in
 Fodor (forthcoming), this may explain the boundedness of gap-first rules. On the as-
 sumption that the parser's window on the word string is not unlimited, we might expect
 it to have trouble if a filler and its corresponding gap are widely separated in the
 sentence. For filler-first dependencies there is a solution to the problem. If a clause is
 shunted away to some secondary processing unit once it is composed (see Fodor, Bever,
 and Garrett (1974)), any filler that is as yet unassigned may nevertheless be retained.
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 (As the first clause is shunted away, the filler will in effect be moved down to the

 beginning of the next clause, in beautiful imitation of the successive-cyclic treatment of

 unbounded movement in revised extended standard theory grammars.) Eventually the

 filler will find its resting position in a suitable gap. But if the clause contains an
 unassigned gap, there is no sense in which this gap can be retained when the clause is

 shunted; the parser does not have a clause plus a gap, but simply an incomplete clause.
 Therefore a gap-first rule should not subtend more than one clause of a sentence.

 My third argument is more tentative, since it turns on an intuitive observation that

 it would be well to confirm experimentally. This is that intersecting dependency assign-

 ments create no particular difficulty for the parser when only intersecting dependencies

 are possible. Unambiguous sentences with intersecting dependencies, such as (100) and
 (108), are not noticeably difficult to process.

 (100) Youi found a sonata [wh]j A, to play Aj.

 (108) I told themi whatj Ai to buy Aj.

 The pushdown store hypothesis predicts that these sentences should be as difficult to

 process as the intersecting dependency analyses of potentially ambiguous sentences, for
 in both cases a filler must be pulled from the bottom of the stack. The alternative model,

 according to which the parser simply notes fillers and gaps as it encounters them, and
 has equal access to them all, will account for the fact that the first of two fillers can be
 extracted with no difficulty if the sentence needs it.

 This alternative hypothesis of an equal-access store apparently leaves us with no

 explanation for why the parser should favor an assignment such as F Fi Gi . . . when
 Fi F Gi ... is also possible. However, notice that the latter assignment, which will lead

 to intersecting dependencies, is made across an intervening filler. Our general hypothesis
 is that the parser that has found fillers and gaps in sentences must match them up in

 such a way that the sentence comes to meet the well-formedness conditions on deep

 structures. A clause that has too many or too few constituents (such as a surface clause
 after transformations have applied) will not satisfy these conditions. As it assigns fillers
 to gaps, the parser must check that the resulting structure does satisfy these conditions.

 Either of the assignments F Fi Gi . . . or Fi F Gi . .. could do this in principle (if there
 were no NDC). But the assignment Fi F Gi . . . will appear not to, because within the
 domain of the assignment there is an unpaired filler that constitutes a mismatch with
 well-formed deep structures. All intersecting dependency analyses involve an initial

 filler-gap assignment across an intervening unpaired filler or unpaired gap. My sugges-
 tion, then, is that a parser that attempted one of these assignments would be inclined
 to reject it because it gives the appearance of failing to contribute to the goal of

 reconstructing a possible deep structure for the sentence.26 Thus, faced with the word

 26 It might appear that this explanation breaks down in case the intervening filler (or gap) is a doubtful
 one that is, by definition, compatible with the well-formedness conditions on deep structures. There are two
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 string Which guest did you have to ask Mother who to introduce. . ., the parser will
 reject the analysis (138) and favor the analysis (139).

 (138) Which guesti did you have to ask Mother who to introduce . .

 (139) Which guest did you have to ask Mother whoi to introduce Ai ...

 In (139) there is an extra filler, which guest, which must at some point before the

 sentence is over be assigned tQ a gap. But, unlike the extra filler who in (138), the filler
 which guest in (139) does not disrupt the stretch of the sentence whose well-formedness

 the parser is trying to restore by making the filler-gap assignment. The assignment in

 (139) will therefore appear to be successful and the parser can proceed to develop this

 analysis further. All we need to assume, then, is that the parser chooses whichever filler

 holds the best promise of leading to a well-formed deep structure for the sentence.

 Notice that this explanation could not be reversed with equal plausibility to account

 for a preference for intersecting dependency analyses. Unlike the pushdown store

 explanation, it explains not only why there is a parsing difficulty of the kind that could
 motivate a constraint on the language, but also why this constraint takes the form that

 it does. It also makes sense of the fact that the NDC does not apply to pronouns, for

 pronouns are perfectly compatible with the well-formedness conditions on deep struc-

 tures and would not even appear to invalidate any assignments the parser might attempt.

 It is also possible to account for the fact (assuming it to be a fact) that an assignment

 such as Fi F Gi ... can be made with no great difficulty if the grammar does not permit

 the assignment F Fi Gi .... The assignment Fi F Gi ... would give the parser pause,
 as usual, but since in this case the alternative assignment is not well-formed at all, it is
 nevertheless the better choice of the two and the one that the parser will pursue.27

 4. Implications for the Psychological Reality of the Grammar

 The major reason why linguists have been reluctant to acknowledge no-ambiguity

 constraints such as the XX Extraction Constraint and the Nested Dependency Con-

 possibilities to consider here. If the parser has decided that the doubtful filler is a true one, the explanation
 holds as before. If, on the other hand, the parser has decided that the doubtful filler is a false one, then it will
 not reject any filler-gap assignment across this filler. There are now two further possibilities. If the doubtful
 filler is indeed a false one, the sentence does not contain a second filler-gap dependency and the assignment
 the parser is contemplating is indeed a valid one that will not violate the NDC. If the filler is a true one,
 contrary to the parser's hypothesis, the assignment of a filler to a gap across this intervening filler would
 indeed pave the way for intersecting dependencies that violate the NDC. However, in this case, the analysis
 will never be completed; it will break down later on in the sentence when a second gap is found that the
 parser, because of its earlier mistake, has no filler to assign to. Thus, for an intervening doubtful filler (or
 gap) there is no combination of facts about its status and parsing hypotheses about its status that will result
 in the parser's analyzing the sentence with intersecting dependencies.

 27 This presupposes that the parser makes use of information about which gaps in a sentence a given
 filler could legitimately be assigned to (e.g. that a filler for Equi may only fit a subject gap in the next clause
 down, that a filler for Tough Movement may fit any gap in any nontensed subordinate clause except for a gap
 in an island or a subject gap in the next clause down). I see no way of avoiding this assumption, though
 conceivably some of the more general restrictions may themselves be consequences of how parsing is effected.
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 straint is that, however simple they are of their kind, they introduce transderivational

 power into the grammar. The possibility of "functional explanations" for such con-
 straints seemed at one point to deprive them of their sting-if they could be attributed
 to the parser, they need not be included in the grammar. But this will not do.

 Chomsky and others since have argued, in specific cases, that sentences that
 hearers cannot interpret may nevertheless be generated by the grammar. The classic

 case is multiply center-embedded relative clause constructions, and sentences like The
 horse raced past the barn fell are rapidly joining them as standard examples. It is of
 considerable relevance to this kind of argument, however, that when we minimize the

 factors responsible for the parsing difficulty (by setting the sentence in context, increas-
 ing its semantic coherence, providing extra time or pencil and paper or even information
 about how the sentence should be analyzed), hearers often can parse it successfully,
 and those who do then recognize it as well-formed. But there are many cases in which
 this is not so. Bever and Langendoen (1971) argued that the prohibition against deletion
 of subject relative pronouns facilitates parsing, yet the sentence *The horse ran past
 the barn fell is judged ungrammatical in modern English even by people who understand
 what its structure is intended to be. Likewise, a sentence that violates the NDC, such
 as *Which boy did you shout to that there was a bull in the field?, is rejected as
 ungrammatical even by those who know how it should be parsed to make sense of it.

 As Bever (1974) has emphasized, giving grammaticality judgments is itself an aspect
 of linguistic performance. It is conceivable that the only peculiarity of sentences that
 violate Bever and Langendoen's constraint or the NDC is that the strategies of the
 parser that mask their correct analysis are so deeply entrenched that we cannot turn
 them off even if we want to; every time we read the sentence through, the parser balks
 and tells us it is ungrammatical. But in the absence of an explanation of why some
 parsing strategies should be labile and others not, we must concede that finding a
 functional explanation for a constraint does not necessarily rid the grammar of it.

 An alternative tack would be to claim that no-ambiguity constraints do not neces-
 sarily presuppose transderivational comparisons. I shall now argue (a) that this is the
 case, to the extent that the grammar mimics the activities of the parser, but (b) that this
 does not amount to capitulation to the view (see Lakoff and Thompson (1975a; 1975b))
 that a person's knowledge of his language is represented only as an integral part of the
 routines he uses for parsing and producing sentences.

 Hankamer (1973, 37) has proposed that the statement of a transderivational con-
 straint "must specify, implicitly or explicitly, a finite well-defined class of derivations
 to which it refers." This condition is met by any no-ambiguity constraint that specifies
 whether or how a rule R may apply depending on how else that rule might have applied
 to the same structure. In this case the class of derivations that is relevant will contain
 just those that are structurally identical to the one at hand up to the point of application
 of rule R.28 Now when a no-ambiguity constraint has this restricted form, it can be cast

 28 The no-ambiguity constraint on Gapping can be stated in this restricted format if the set of derivations
 for comparison in the case of a sentence like *John gave Mary a dime and Bill [gave Mary] a nickel is taken
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 as an "elsewhere" condition on rule application. Rule R can be formulated to apply in

 a certain fashion obligatorily if certain conditions are met, and to apply in the alternative

 fashion only if they are not. If this is transderivational power at all, it is transderivational

 power of a very limited kind that grammars must in any case be permitted.

 I will not attempt to lay out all the arguments here, but will merely assert that if the

 NDC were stated as a constraint on the applicability of movement and deletion trans-

 formations, it could not be formulated in this restricted way. It can, however, if it is

 taken to govern the construal and quantifier interpretation rules of the revised extended

 standard theory. In the terms of this article, such rules relate fillers to gaps. And there

 seems to be no reason why they could not be formulated so that for a configuration

 such as F F G. . . ,the assignment F Fi Gi. . . is obligatory if possible and the assignment

 Fi F Gi. . . is permitted only in the "elsewhere" case.29 Unlike standard transformations,
 the construal rules mirror rather closely the operations that the parser must perform,

 and we can build into them the preferences that the parser displays.30

 This conclusion, that a no-ambiguity constraint such as the NDC can be stated

 most economically as a constraint on sentence interpretation, may appear to provide

 ammunition for what I will call the "performance grammar only" theory (PGO theory).

 This is the theory that there is no "competence grammar" independent of the perform-

 ance mechanisms for interpreting and composing sentences; it contrasts with the more

 traditional assumption of an autonomous mentally represented grammar that is accessed

 and made use of by the performance routines.

 PGO theory enters the game with one powerful advantage: there must be psycho-

 logical mechanisms for speaking and understanding, and simplicity considerations thus

 put the burden of proof on anyone who would claim that there is more than this. To

 defend the more traditional view, what is needed is some sign of life from the postulated

 mental grammar. We have seen that there are some instances in which the performance

 to include all those in which the constituent structure is the same; that is, if the identity and coreferentiality
 requirements are not part of the rule but follow from the general condition that deletions be recoverable. The
 no-ambiguity constraint on Relative Clause Extraposition cannot be so formulated, however, since the
 comparison set for a sentence such as (i) must include (ii), which has a structurally different deep structure.

 (i) *The girl (A)i took the job that was attractivei.
 (ii) The girl took [NP the job that was attractive].

 19 I am taking liberties here with Chomsky's interpretation rules, which are sensitive to the indices on
 moved constituents and their traces. In arguing for base generation of traces, Jenkins (1977) has suggested
 that the interpretation rules should be the sole determinant of which constituent may be linked with which
 trace.

 30 The no-ambiguity constraint on Gapping also lends itself to an interpretive rule with an elsewhere
 condition. But once again the no-ambiguity constraint on Relative Clause Extraposition resists any such
 simplification. A relative clause following a noun phrase in surface structure may be in construction with the
 noun phrase or may be attached as a separate constituent to the higher S node. These two configurations
 would be distinct inputs to a surface structure interpretation rule. Only if we allow vacuous extraposition of
 a relative clause modifying a final noun phrase could the latter structure be interpreted, as the parser tends
 to interpret it, with the relative clause modifying the immediately preceding noun phrase. Thus, unless
 vacuous applications of rules are permitted, there is at least one no-ambiguity constraint that requires
 transderivational power of a more substantial kind than can be achieved by an elsewhere rule.
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 mechanisms can influence the properties of the language. The question is whether the

 language has a grammar independent of the performance mechanisms, and we could

 show that it does if we could find evidence of influences on the design of human

 language that cannot be attributed to the performance mechanisms because they stand

 in opposition to the efficient functioning of those mechanisms.

 To provide such a defense, we need only note that the discovery of functionally

 motivated constraints on otherwise quite general linguistic regularities cuts both ways.
 It does indicate that the language can be shaped to some extent by the parser, but

 turned inside out it also indicates that if the general rules were not restricted by these

 constraints, they would be very difficult for the parser to cope with. For example,
 though the NDC may serve the parser's needs, this only shows that the movement and

 deletion rules that have to be constrained by the NDC are inimical to the parser's needs.

 Why, then, should movement and deletion rules occur so commonly in natural lan-

 guages-unless there is some further influence on language design, over and above the

 performance mechanisms, which does favor them.

 So far I have given only half an argument. The parsing mechanism has been

 eliminated as the motivation for movement and deletion rules, but there remains the

 sentence production mechanism. Less is known about this at present, so it is harder to

 establish that movement and deletion rules complicate the task of the speaker as they

 do that of the hearer. But speakers do make mistakes with rules like Wh Movement.

 One type of error involves failure to anticipate an island constraint; for example, it is

 not uncommon to find oneself halfway into a sentence like Do you remember that boy

 who I asked you whether (he) was your brother?. But the rule itself may also be

 misapplied. Garrett (1975) reports errors such as Who did he think else had left? in
 which a word that should have accompanied the question word as it moved has been

 left behind. Garrett (personal communication) has also observed I bet you what that he
 said was. . ., which could be due to movement of the wh-constituent into the wrong

 position, and I haven't quite worked out what it'll enable to say me, in which the noun
 phrase me seems to have been moved into the gap left by the wh-constituent. The occur-

 rence of such errors makes it very hard to believe that the human sentence-production

 mechanism is so structured that it is actually easier to produce a Wh Movement sentence
 than an untransformed sentence.

 Of course, the sentence producer is concerned with more than merely generating
 well-formed sentences; communication must be served as well. But the movement and

 deletion rules do not seem to be critical to any of the expressive functions of language.
 Perhaps it is preferable, for producer or perceiver or both, to have certain particularly

 important constituents at the front of a sentence or clause. But copying rules can serve

 this function as well as chopping rules can. And the fact that copying rules are not
 subject to the NDC or to the standard island constraints suggests that they could serve
 the expressive function much more cheaply.31

 31 Ross (1967, 434) notes that English relative clauses formed by copying rather than chopping "while
 common in almost everyone's speech, are regarded as substandard by normative grammarians". Though such
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 Having reviewed, and at least presumptively eliminated, all of the alternatives,
 there appears to be only one conclusion left. This is that gap-creating rules are wide-

 spread in natural languages because the format of our mental representations of the

 well-formedness conditions on sentences is such that these rules are more highly valued

 than other conceivable types of rules that would have made life easier for the language-
 using mechanisms. This doesn't make any sense at all, however, on the assumption that
 the language-using mechanisms are all there is.
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